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Bulletin 66

January, 1992

In fact it's stUl December, I'm writing this early because a week today, on Christmas Eve, I fly
off on sabbatical, and I won't be back till Easter. I'll get as much of this done as I can; Paul
White, who is running the Bate for me while I'm away, will finish it off. Which of us will do the
April Bulletin we've not yet decided. If he does, then you may not get a List of Members till
July, as it wouldn't be fair to saddle him with that job. Alternatively, it may wait till I get back,
in which case it'U be a bit late, though no later than it often is anyway. EquaUy, you may not
get a fuU Members' List Supplement in this Q; it depends on whether Barbara gets the latest list
to me before I go and in time for me to do anything about it. I'U do whatever I've got anyway,
including the members who joined and rejoined at the Horticultural HaU, a couple from Poland
and several from the Baltic States.
I had a letter from Paul Madgwick this morning, including a report on his travels in Latvia,
Lithuania, and Estonia (see elsewhere in this Q) and a batch of membership forms from people
who'd like to read our Qs. I also had a letter from Ewa Dahlig, whom I mentioned in the last
BuU, with a couple of names from Poland. If any of them share your interests, do please get
in touch with them. They need contacts with the West, they need information and help, they
can often help you, and above all they need international friendships. Thank you to aU of you
who add something to your subscriptions, which is what makes it possible for us to spread the
Qs round like this. I've been trying to persuade other societies, such as the Galpin and Early
Music to do more of the same sort of thing, but it's an uphill struggle. Anyway, we'U keep it
up with FoMRHI as long as I have any say in the matter.
LOST MEMBERS: We've suddenly got a run of these. Can anyone give us an address for
The Welsh School of Instrument Making, which was in Abertridwr? Their Lutherie
Society was a member,
KjeU Ivarsson, who was in Rydaholm, Sweden;
A A Chalkley who was in Warlingham, Surrey;
Anders Emmerfors, who was in SkoghaU, Sweden?
Their October Qs have aU come back marked Gone Away or Flyttat, according to language.
PERMUTED INDEX: We didn't pubUsh this last year, and now Charles Stroom has produced
a new one, up-to-date to the end of 1991, which runs to 120 pages, far more than we could afford to produce on your subscriptions as weU as four Qs. I find it an invaluable tool, and as I
suspected that some you may do so also, I asked him whether he had considered pubUshing it
himself. He has repUed that he would be willing to do so (though with the right to say no if he
is deluged with too many orders to cope with) for five Dutch florins, which would cover surface
printed matter postage. BUT only if people can send a Dutch five florin note or its equivalent
in local paper money (ie no exchange costs or troubles with dealing with foreign cheques), AND
only if you are willing to accept it printed on A4 sheets, four pages to a sheet, two on each side,
which you wiU then have to cut up and staple together. The first sheet wiU have pages 1 and
3 on one side, 2 and 4 on the other, it is NOT practicable for him to have pages 1 and 120 on
one side and 2 and 119 on the other, so that you won't be able to centre-staple it and fold it
like a book.
VEGETABLE IVORY: CharUe WeUs has sent me a flyer from Hiltary Agricultural Products,
7117 East Third Avenue, Scottsdale, Arizona 85251, USA (tel (602) 994-5752; fax (602) 9943680), who grow Tagua beans, which vary in size from "smaU walnuts to large hen's eggs".
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Apparently these have been used for many years by carvers of netsukes, in Japan, and all sorts
of other things there and elsewhere, and are said to be indistinguishable from ivory. They say
"Tagua is produced by a rare sub-tropical palm tree. It looks, feels and works like animal ivory". Certainly one knows of a material which has been widely used for this purpose and which
cannot, save with very great difficulty and by real experts, be distinguished from real ivory, which
isn't true of any resin products, good though GPS now is, and maybe this is it. The cost is
$24.99 for 3 lbs, $190 for 66 lbs (presumably other quantities can be sent), including shipping,
and there are "approximately 15 pieces per pound, 1" to 2%" each". They are "suitable for
turned and carved needle boxes, dice, cane handles, scrimshaw, figurines, religious items and
more". They have an order contact number of 1-800-872-5263 (American members wiU know,
but I think that's a toll-free number within the US) and they take Visa, Amex and MasterCharge
cards. If anyone tries it, or has tried it, please let us know how it works.
HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY: The Science Museum in London is compiling a Guide to the
History of Technology, which seems to be a register of European historians of technology. I'll
send their form to Eph, which if he prints it, you can photocopy and send back to them if you're
interested to be on the register. They want forms back by the end of January, but I only got
this one last week nd I've told them that they may get some belated ones from FoMRHI members. If you're interested, get it back to them as soon as you can.
CASES: Andrew Crawford has sent me a catalogue of very ornate boxes he is making, including
flute cases (he is a flute maker as you'U see in the List of Members). He doesn't say whether
he'd be willing to make cases for other instruments also, but he might be.
FESTIVALS, EXHIBITIONS, ETC: John Bence (see also a very brief Comm herewith) is running the Leicester Early Music Festival next May, 21st to 25th. There wiU also be a Free Exhibition for Makers (with a request for an agreed donation if they seU). If you're interested in a
stand, write to him; he's in the List of Members.
The Magnano Festival and Courses is taking place as usual in August, 20th to 30th. Write to
them at Via Roma 48, 1-13050 Magnano (VC), Italy. Esteban Elizondo is teaching organ,
Bernard Brauchli clavichord, Georges Kiss harpsichord, and Alberto Galazzo, Jorg GobeU, and
Thomas Walti organology.
And while on this subject, thanks as always to the Early Music Shop for organising last November's Exhibition at the Horticultural HaU. I had the impression that it was a more successful
one than usual. Certainly a number of people were taking it very seriously, spending aU day
there and in some cases two or three days. There were more exhibitors from abroad, which was
interesting.
It's not a Summer School in the normal sense, but from July 12th to 17th we shatt have a Couperin Week at the Bate CoUection. Jane Clark, a harpsichordist with whom I've worked for longer than either of us would like to be reminded of, wanted to play through aU the Ordres, so we
thought why not do it here, using the Jean Goermans of 1750. So the Sunday wiU be an introductory day, with exploration of the connexions between Couperin and the Commedia, Monday
Jane wiU play Livre I, Tuesday Livre II, and so forth. Friday there will be time for feed-back,
audience participation, masterclass if anyone's interested, and so on. It wiU be in the Bate itself
so there'U only be room for 15 or 20 people. Fee for the week is £60 (£45 Friends of the Bate
— join the Friends, which costs £12 and save £3! — and students). There may be some one-day
places at £15, but I shan't know till the last minute; it depends on whether we fully book with
whole-week people.
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BATE WEEKENDS: I've fixed nothing for this next term because 111 be away. We have two
Weekends in May, a Gamelan Weekend on 16th & 17th, and yet another Bow-Rehairing Weekend on 30th & 31st. Each time we fix one, it's over-subscribed (Andrew BeUis won't take more
than fifteen people; that's as much as there is room for and that he feels he can give the necessary individual attention to), so we arrange another. If you want a place on this one, book very
quickly; it's already over half fuU with those we had to turn away last time. Cost is the usual £20
(£15 students and Friends of the Bate CoUection).
PLUG FOR ANOTHER SOCIETY: The Galpin Society wiU be holding its AGM here on the
afternoon of Saturday July 25. I keep saying that I can never understand why people who are
working on instruments don't belong to the Galpin Soc, and I know that many of you don't.
It may be economy (another £15 which has got to be found from somewhere), but I know, too,
that it's often shyness; a feeling that the Galpin is a bit grand with a posh journal and that you
have to be important to belong. You don't; most of the members are just as nutty as the rest
of us (you have to be eccentric to some degree to get involved with pre-modem instruments),
the only qualification for membership is the willingness to part with the fifteen quid, and The
Galpin Journal which you get each year, is where all the basic research gets pubUshed.
Since I'U be the host for that meeting, I'U stick my neck out (and I hope the GS won't slaughter
me for this; I've not consulted them) and say why not come along and meet them and see if
you'd like to join? The Bate wUl be open from 2.30, maybe a bit earUer, and you'U be very
welcome.
REQUEST FOR HELP: OUver Hennessy is "experiencing great difficulties in acquiring good
technical books on Recorder and Harpsichord making. I would be most grateful if you could
point me in the direction of book shops, publishers or any other source of technical information
on instrument making. I suggested BlackweU's as a bookshop, but it was much more difficult
to suggest any books. Can anyone help him? He is rather isolated (in Eire) and can't do the
obvious thing of visiting other makers. His address was in the July Supplement.
MUSIC: McGinnis & Marx (anybody working on oboes knew of Josef Marx; his widow is still
running their pubUshing firm at 236 West 26th Street 115, New York, NY 10001-6736) have sent
me a batch of music. Only one work is at all in our line, Pleyel's Sonata in G, op. 16 no.2 for
flute, piano, and obbUgato 'ceUo. It's quite an attractive work, the piano part clean, though
edited by Stoddard Lincoln, the flute part edited by Katherine Hoover, flautists can check with
the piano score to see what she has added as recommended extra articulations etc.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT Q: In case it's Paul doing it, let's say AU Fools Day as usual (April
1st for any of you who don't have that tradition).
CODETTA: That's it as far as I'm concerned. Have a good first four months of the year. I'U
be back in touch either towards the end of April or in July.
Jeremy Montagu
Hon.Sec.FoMRHI
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Jeremy left a few days ago, on one of those rare days of Oxford sunshine, looking forward to
the brighter days of an IsraeU Spring. It is hoped he wiU return thoroughly browned and
relaxed. At the moment the Bate feels a bit empty without him. Since I first stepped into the
museum, just over a decade ago, the two have always seemed an inseparable pair. I'm weU
aware that filling Jeremy's shoes wiU be no easy task. He comes in early in the morning, often
leaving late in the evening, and seems perpetuaUy at the keyboard — his computer's that is.
There can't be many museums where the curator is on 24 hour caU, yet I often see Jeremy
giving up entire weekends to keep the Bate open for participants of a workshop or masterclass
so they can get every last drop out of the experience. At other times he packs a piUow and
sleeping bag so that an artist can have the full benefit of the quiet morning hours to record one
of our instruments under the best conditions (this Uttle duty Jeremy mentioned AFTER I agreed
to museum sit for him). But then that's the way the Bate works; it was created, first and
foremost, to be useful.
For those of you who haven't been to the Bate before, it has a cosiness rarely found in other
museums, yet is jam-packed with remarkable instruments, almost too much to absorb at one
time. It took one, rather common place, incident last week to make me re-realize how special
the Bate's 'ready access' is and how fortunate I am to have spent time here. Michael
O'Donovan, a bassoonist (both modern and early) from LA, came in for a short visit. Over the
course of three hours we UteraUy blew our way through the history of the bassoon, starting with
Dondeine and ending with early Heckel. We easUy traced the evolution of sound in the
instrument as we went back and forth from Prudent to Porthaux to Grenser to Jehring to Luvoni
to Amlingue to Werner to Hanken to Stehle to Savary to Stengel. These instruments represented
makers from Vienna, MUan, Baireuth, Rotterdam, Leipzig, and of each we asked, which way was
timbre leaning: towards Dresden or towards Paris? Surprisingly, nineteenth century Vienna,
Leipzig, and Baireuth were clearly in the French camp. There aren't many museums that allow
one to make thorough comparisons of this sort. To^taste'the history of your instrument like this
requires a few concentrated hours, easy access to a good selection of instruments, and a
cooperative curator. That day brought back memories of the first time I held an original
bassoon in my hands and how magical that moment was. No wonder Jeremy is so long overdue
on his sabbatical, his job is just too satisfying to miss for very long. AU of this reminded me that
the Bate coUection, unlike all to many other museums, isn't about dust and locks, it Uves and
breathes to help us make music sound better.
Aside from my duties holding things down here untU Jeremy's return, I've also agreed to watch
over his FoMRHI duties untU he wants to have them back. Jeremy has suggested April 1 as the
deadline for the next FoMRHI. The Bate wiU remain the conduit through which FoMRHI
matters get channeUed on to the proper authority. I'U see that all articles and comm. get sent
on to Eph when the time comes for the next issue and wUl do my best to answer anyone's
questions. If, for good reasons, you need to contact Jeremy I'm happy to pass things on to him.
I've noticed that over the last few issues we've had no new knock-down-drag-out organological
duels. Pitch battles and instrument reviews managed a few sparks last year. AU has gone rather
quiet lately. This is very un-FoMRHI like. Shouldn't someone stirs things up just to keep our
readers interested. Ooopps, I spoke too soon. Isn't that Bruce and Eph over in the comer,
squaring off again. Fight fair boys, but keep in mind we are all on the same team, so please
reserve any bloodletting for the real enemy (those that play at A-444)...and may the most
convincing argument sway us — at least until next issue's come-back. Paul White
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Science Museum
GUIDE TO THE HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY
The Science Museum is gathering information from those who wish to be
included in the new directory of European historians of technology. If you
would like to be included please fill in the questionnaire on the reverse of this
sheet and return it to us as soon as possible.
The Guide aims to cover all those in Europe concerned with historical, social
or policy studies of technology. Besides listing all those who respond both
alphabetically and according to their interests the Guide will also include
sections on courses in technology studies and the resources available to scholars
in each country.
The Guide will be published in the Autumn of 1992 by the Science Museum.
We will contact you in due course with details of how you may order a copy.
Please accept our apologies if you have already received a copy of this
questionnaire from another source.
Notes on completion:
Print in capitals.
Fill in as much of the questionnaire as you can, but if there is
a question you think doesn't apply to you then please leave it
blank.
A list of categories is shown on the back of this form. For
each of your interests select the category that fits your interest
most closely and insert its number in the box provided.
Please also provide a one sentence summary which can be
displayed in the Guide as part of your entry.
Please feel free to photocopy this questionnaire and pass
copies on to colleagues who would like to be included, but
who may not have received their own form.

Please return the completed form to the address overleaf as soon as possible;
but please not later than 31 January 1992.

SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION FOR GUIDE TO THE HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY
00 Generalities
01 Biography
02 Bibliography
0? Representation
04 PateaU
05 Technical Institutions
06 Technical Education
07 Technology and War
08 Museums and Exhibitions
09 Other

50 Mechnic-I Technologies
51 Hand Tools and Machine Tools
52 Scientific and Mathematical Instruments
53 Optical Instruments
54 Weights, Measures, and Standards
55 Horology
56 Musical Instruments
57 Mechanical Power Transmission and Bearings
58 Refrigeration and Heating

10 Approaches
11 Technology and Culture
12 Philosphy of Technology
13 Process of Invention and Innovation
14 Science-Technology Relationship
15 Environmental Impact of Technology
16 Transfer of Technology
17 Policy Studies of Technology
18 Social Studies of Technology
19 Other

60
61
62
63
64
65

20
21
22
23
24
25

Production Technology
Crafts and Craftsmenship
Mass Production
Industrial Organization
Scientific Management and Systems Analysis
Automation and Robotics

26 Other

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Motive Power and Energy Sources
Horsepower and Manpower
Water and Wind power
Fossil Fuels
Atomic Energy
Internal-Combustion Engines
Steam Engines, Turbines and Boilers

37 Other
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Materials and Processes
Mining, Metallurgy, and Metallography
Chemical Industries
Glass, Ceramics and Cement
Plastics
Paper and Printing, Including Inks
Textiles and Allied Industries
Other

59 Other

Civil Engineering Technologies
Buildings and Similar Structures
Bridges and Tunnels
Hydraulic Engineering and Water Supply
Surveying and Mapping
Other

70 Transportation Technologies
71 Ships and Boats, Navigation and Charting
72 Canals, Rivers and Harbours
73 Roads and Vehicles
74 Railway Technologies
75 Cranes and Rigging
76 Aeronautics
77 Spacecraft and Space Exploration
78 Other
80 Electrical and Communications Technologies
81 Power Generation and Transmission At Motors
82 Lighting
83 Telecommunication Technologies
84 Computing
85 Telephone and Telegraph
86 Sound Recording and Playback
87 Radio and Radar
88 Film, Photography and Television
89 Other
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

Medical and Biological Technologies
Biotechnology
Medical Laboratory Technologies
Clinical Medical Technologies
Public Health Technologies
Domestic Technologies
Agricultural Technology
Food Production, Preservation and Preparation
Other

-

GUIDE TO THE HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY: QUESTIONNAIRE
LastName

(l)Title

(2)

First Names

(3)

Address for Correspondence. If this is

(4)

the same as the address on the front of

(5)

the envelope then please write 'as label'.

.(6)
(7)
.(8)

COUNTRY.

(9)

Telephone Number(including int. codes)

(10)

Fax Number (including int. codes)

(11)

EMAIL Number

(12)

What is currently your main area of interest in the Field of the history of technology? Please select a
category number from the table overleaf, enter it in the box, then add a one sentence summary of your interest
e.g. 44, history of 20th century plastics technology in Britain.
.(13)
What are your other interests in the history of technology?
.(14)
.(15)
.(16)

Do you work for an organisation or institution in a job concerned with the history of technology?

YES/NO (17)

Name of Institution

(18)

Job Title

(19)

This information will be held on a computer database and may be used for mailing purposes. Tick
here if you do not wish to receive information on other Science Museum publications and activities.

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FORM TO: JANET CARDING, GUIDE TO THE HISTORY
OF TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON, SW7 2DD, U.K.

FoMRHI Comm.
Review of:

\0G3

Jeremy Montagu

Renate Huber Verzeichnis samtlicher Musikinstrumente, Germanisches National
Museum, Florian Noetzel Verlag, Heinrichshofen Bticher, Wilhelmshaven, 1989;
415 pp.

This is a complete checklist of aU the instruments in the Nilmberg Museum. In format it
is the same as any paperback novel; in content
infinitely more valuable. It is divided into
sections, instrument type by instrument type;
the table of contents is very comprehensive so
that it is easy to find what you want. For each
instrument there is the museum number, the
name of the instrument, its maker, place and
date (where this information is avaUable), and a
very Uttle information, usually a couple of lines
at most, sometimes the material, sometimes a
brief description. It isn't a catalogue; it's not
meant to be. It's a checkUst, much like my
own from the Bate, but properly printed instead
of being one line for each instrument, typed on
this machine. It includes the non-European

B U L L E T I N

and the European folk as weU as the art-music
instruments.
There is a description of the meaning of the
catalogue sigla: MIR for RUck, MINe for Neupert, MIJ for Will Jansen's bassoons, and so
on. There are indexes of makers and places.
The only index that isn't here, which could be
a hindrance occasionaUy, is of catalogue numbers. If you need to know what MI 282 is, for
example, you'U have to plough through the
book to find out.
Otherwise it is exactly what we want from every
museum in the world: a complete, compact,
presumably cheap, Ust of everything they've got.
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Ephraim Segerman

In this Q I've included a Comm caUed "Guilt-free Music" by William Russell, a local Manchester
maker of modem members of the violin family. It is essentiaUy a handout he offered to prospective
customers at a local instrument-making exhibition. It is not about historical instruments but T decided
to publish it here because the level of technical know-how amongst our members is very high and it
is possible that some of us may be able to help him. I expect that very few of us have the kind of
conscience about the use of animal products that he has, but most will respect his right to feel as he
does and would want to be helpful if we can. Send any suggestions c/o me (6 Needham Ave..
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester, M21 2AA), indicating whether it should just be passed on to him
or whether I can print it as well.
As we can see in the Comm by Bruce Haynes in this Q, my Comm 1063 on EngUsh pitch standards
did indeed upset him, so much so that he misinterpreted my statement that the pitch calculation from
the apparent dimensions of the set of pitch pipes Praetorius depicted is unchallenged to say that the
pitch of Praetorius's reference standard is unchaUenged. The first is a matter of technology and
mathematics, while the other involves an interpretation of all the evidence. He is right that I know
weU his view (and that of others) that Praetorius's standard was otherwise. Bruce has a very valid
complaint that I have not responded to his Comm 891. My taste for confrontation and debate must
have waned with age, much preferring to develop new ideas than to market old ones, showing how
they are better than those of others (especially if I happen to like them as people). But respond I
must and it will be in the next Q. I am sure that when Bruce calms down, his good sense will lead
him no longer to want to reconsider the fundamental credibUity and seriousness of the Fellowship, no
matter how much of a fool or a knave the editor of the Quarterly (only one of almost 500 members
and almost 200 different authors of Comms) might be.
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Review of:

Jeremy Montagu

Malcolm Rose & David Law A Handbook of Historical Stringing Practice for
Keyboard Instruments, Malcolm Rose, The Workshop, EngUsh Passage, Lewes,
East Sussex BN7 2AP, UK, 1991; 215 pp, 132 tables & graphs. £29.50 plus p&p
£2.35 (UK), £3.14 (Europe), £6.02 (USA & Canada air, £3.04 surface), £6.98
(elsewhere air, £3.04 surface).

As we all know, Malcolm Rose is one of the
leading makers of historical wire for keyboard
instruments. He and Dave Law have measured
the surviving strings, or bits of strings, on many
historic instruments, and they provide the results here of their research. The instruments
measured throughout are 1 Swedish clavichord,
5 harpsichords and 1 spinet, 39 grand and upright fortepianos, and 38 square pianos. Rather
more fragmentary evidence comes from another
clavichord, an EngUsh virginals, 4 spinets, 5
harpsichords, 25 fortepianos, a Pleyel grand,
and 9 more squares. The date range is from
1671 to 1853, with most of it 18th century.
IdeaUy each instrument is described, its condition assessed, the string materials given, the
speaking lengths of aU strings measured, their
gauges given, and their tensions calculated. By
no means aU are as complete as this; for some
there is minimal information, but they are included because some information is better than

none. There are also graphs giving essentiaUy
the same information in a form that some may
find easier to read.
Appendices give the formulae for calculating
tensions for plain and covered wires, with a
worked-out sample sheet; tables of wire densities; frequencies for all notes at three basic
pitches (415, 425, and 440); blank forms for
photocopying for working out tensions, diameters, and scaling; and a blank proforma for recording the sort of information that is found in
the tables here.
I cannot see that any early keyboard maker, restorer or conservator can possibly be without
this book. They wiU need some of the books
cited in the bibUography, which give historical
and theoretical background, but this is the primary and basic data without which nobody can
work in this area. And it comes from two who
are known authorities and highly experienced
workers in this field.

II

FoMRHI Comm. I °
Record Reviews of:

n

'

Jeremy Montagu

Martin Souter Handel A Scarlatti on the 1772 Kirkman harpsichord,
Ashmolean Museum, Isis CD001 A MC001, CD £11.95, Cassette £7.95.
Available from the Ashmolean Museum, the Bate CoUection, or from Isis
Records, 2 Henley Street, Oxford OX4 1ER. Please add for postage.
The Hanover Band, Monica Huggett Director/Leader, with Mary Verney
Beethoven Symphony no.2 and Piano Concerto no.3, Nimbus NIM 5031.
Martin Best Medieval Ensemble 77ie Last of the Troubadours, Nimbus
NI 5261.

AU three of these recordings were made under
reasonably Uve conditions, with the rrunimum of
retakes or editing. This is normal Nimbus poUcy (there may have been audience present for
their recordings, if the photo on the back of
the booklet is anything to go by), and it was
foUowed by Martin Souter also because, as the
recording was made in the Ashmolean, it had to
be done at dead of night for fear of traffic and
other noises, and the whole record was made in
three hours. As a result there are occasional
blemishes (some very noticeably in the Beethoven concerto), but there is a positive gain in atmosphere and performance.
Martin Souter is a very expressive harpsichordist whose performance of the two Handel Suites
in E major and G minor are most impressive; so
much so that I went out and bought five copies
of the cassette (I couldn't afford so many CDs)
as Christmas presents. The nine Scarlatti Sonatas are also weU-played, though to my mind
they do not suit the Kirkman quite so weU,
though as Dr Souter says in the booklet, they
were pubUshed and very popular in this country. StiU, the pubUcation date was 1738 and
1739, a fair time before Kirkman built this
harpsichord, and they were conceived for an instrument in a quite different tradition. Although the Handel Suites were pubUshed even
earUer, in 1720, and although our WilUam Smith
harpsichord of about that date sounds very different from a Kirkman, there obviously was
some continuation of an EngUsh tradition, and
they work very weU on it. Dr Souter has used
original editions of all the music from the
Bodleian Library for the recordings. The front
cover of the booklet and of the cassette shows
the very beautiful inlay work of the nameboards
of this harpsichord. Highly recommended.
The Hanover Band's Beethoven Symphony
seems, certainly in the first two movements, a

very mild performance. I had never thought of
Beethoven, even in his earUest symphonies, as
anything like a placid composer, but this recording does give that impression. The Concerto
is much more aUve and weU played. Rather
surprisingly there is no information with this
CD about the fortepiano being used, nor, which
is unusual for Nimbus, is there any Ust of the
players, though presumably they were much the
same as on the other Hanover Band recordings
where they are Usted. The fortepiano sounds
weU, and the recording of both works, which
were made in AU Saints, Tooting in 1983, is
admirably clear, even translucent, in all departments. In the symphony, the wind seem much
further back than the strings, though never inaudible; the balance in the concerto is more
even and aU the sound is better, the recording
is at a higher level.
T7je Last of the Troubadours is altogether less
successful to my ear (though having spent most
of twenty years playing with Musica Reservata,
I may be less tolerant than I should be of other
approaches to mediaeval music). For one thing,
I don't like spoken narration; to have to Usten
to quotations from mediaeval documents every
time I play the record would be intolerable;
luckily one can programme the player to avoid
those tracks. For another, I've never been
happy with combinations of European and nonEuropean instruments in such music; Moroccan
paired pottery drums never appear in any mediaeval iconography, so why use them in mediaeval music? The 'ud is played here as though it
were a mandolin; the fact that some traditions
use tremolo with the 'ud today is no evidence
that they did so 700 years ago. Nor is there
any evidence for five-stroke roUs on a side
drum (nor for the side drum) for another 300
years. And this music, dating from 1230 to
1292, seems too early for the hammer dulcimer.
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TRIP TO THE BALTIC STATES
I recently had the opportunity to go to the Baltic states on business,
and was fortunate enough to be able to incorporate some time for musical
interests during my stay. Thanks to some useful social contacts, I made
the acquaintance of various musicologists, particularly in Latvia (all
of whom were eager to learn more about FoMHRI!), and also visited a
number of museums. For anyone with a chance to head in that direction,
the following may well be of interest.
LATVIA
1) In the capital city of Riga, I found my way to the ethnographic
department of the State Museum, which lies within Riga castle. This
holds a collection of musical instruments from the annals of Latvian
history, although unfortunately many instruments have survived without
accompanying records so that details of dates and methods of playing are
often uncertain. Part of the collection was destroyed during World War
two, but Latvia managed to prevent the remaining items from being taken
back to Germany with the expulsion of the resident germans in 1944.
Despite the gaps in information, however, it is well worth a visit,
particularly if you can gain access to the workshops also situated
there. The museum library there now hopes to become a member of FoMHRI,
so that contact will be easy to establish. My own guide was Mr Valdis
Muktupavels, himself a musical historian and linguist, who, amongst
other things, broadcasts on the subject of musical history and has
published a number of books.
Attached is an appendix detailing the instruments currently housed
there, divided into strings, non-stringed instruments, woodwind and clay
instruments. These notes w e m dictated by Mr Mukti/pavels as we walked
throug h the rooms.
2) Also worthwhile is the Riga Museum of History and Shipping, situated
directly opposite the Cathedral. There we met Mr Victor Zwanags, a
retired musician who helps out in the museum. He is very knowledgeable
about the collection and was happy to show us around both the formal
exhibition and the storeroom.
The exhibition showed the history of
Latvia from prehistoric times, and amongst a great many other items,
showed a viol dating back to 1693, a trumpet from 1638, and a
sackbutt/trombone/posaune labelled 1662 (more detail on these can be
found in the appendix). However, the real treasures of the collection
were to be found in the storeroom at the back. Although every item in
the museum is numbered, the catalogue is a card index system in a rather
unhappy state in various boxes in the storeroom.
3) Riga also possesses an open air museum, known as the "Ethnographic
Open Air Museum of Latvia".
This museum consists of a number of
reconstructed villages from various parts of Latvia. There is, however,
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no workshop reconstructed, although my guide, Maris Jansons, who works
at the museum, indicated that he would very much like to include
specialist reconstructed workshops in the museum. Maris Jansons is by
profession a photographer, but he has a small workshop in the museum
administrative building, where he works on the restoration of musical
instruments.
He also organises courses in the construction of the
Latvian zither, known as the "kokle", mainly for music teachers from all
over Latvia. He is also interested in the construction of bagpipes.. He
has written a section in a book on Latvian folk culture, a reprint of
which I have sent to the Bate collection. Maris Jansons also makes
recordings of folk songs.
4) Also in Riga, I went to a concert of the early music group LUDUS.
This apparently is one of the few, possibly the only, mixed ensembles
that specialises in mediaeval and renaissance music. The group has been
in existence for three years, instruments being spinette, viol, lute,
two cornemuses, a selection of recorders, and a fiddle. Their singer is
a countertenor, Andris Veismanis.
The group is run by Yelena
Komshilova, Zentens, 47-21, Riga 226069. They are desperately in need
of music and good instruments. The standard of musicianship on the
instruments they had was, however, very impressive.
The concert
programme included items by english composers Tobias Hume, John Dowland,
Anthony Hoi born, as well as a selection of french, german, itali an and
Spanish composers. The group was working from handwritten music on very
poor quality paper since luxuries such as photocopies and printed
editions are not generally available in that part of the world.
LITHUANIA
Museum of Theatre and Music, Vilnius.
Here I was shown around by two brothers, both very keen on musical boxes
and automatic music players. They have a workshop in which they restore
these instruments. My visit to this museum was very short. Some notes
that I dictated are on the accompanying lists.
ESTONIA
Museum of Theatre and Music, Tallinn.
A catalogue of this museum exists in the form of a small book, a copy of
which I have sent to the Bate collection. In this museum only a very
small proportion of the instruments are on show, the others being stored
in a garage somewhere and in a very bad condition.
Many of the
instruments were in private collections, prior to the departure of the
Germans from Estonia at the time of World War II. The museum is very
keen on restoration and conservation, and they are seeking to place a
trainee somewhere in the West to learn the principles. I understand
that this trainee is now coming to the end of a local college course on
the subject and as from next Spring will be available for training in
the West
Any suggestions from FoMHRI readers will of course be more
than welcome.
In Tallinn, I also visited the home of the early music ensemble,"Hortus
Musicus".
They are in a very fortunate position of having a very
splendid building with offices and practice room. They also seem to be
much better supplied with music and instrumnejts, possibly as a result of
close connections with Sweden, and frequent foreign tours.

LATVIAN STATE MUSEUM (ETHNOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT)
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
a) 2 Kokles, one small and highly decorated, one more recent and less
ornate.
b) Small harp possibly similar to a Celtic harp
c) 2-sided Zither
d) Dulcimers from East Latvia.
e) One-stringed monochord, an instrument originally invented in Sweden
by a priest and used primarily to learn music at home. Its popularity
allowed it to spread to the Latvian "Lutheran" lands (i.e. not East
Latvia) where by the mid 19thC it was frequently played.
Latvia also known for several violin makers, although none of their
instruments apparent here.
NON-STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
a) Rattlesticks. A literal translation of the Latvian name is "Fir", so
called because commonly made from the fir tree, itself a magical tree
credited with powers of fertility. For this reason the rattlestick is a
"female" instrument, the only female instrument in Latvian traditional
music. They were played as an accompaniment to polyphonic female drone
singing at weddings and Winter Solstice celebrations. Often decorated
with feathers and/or brightly-coloured cloth, they were hit by the
singers onto a flat surface e.g. a table while singing.
One rattlestick in the museum was different from the rest, being made of
metal as well as wood, and having no cloth or feathers attached, but
with metal "jingles" around the stem.
N.B: The "male" equivalent of the rattlestick was an iron hammer, also
with "jingles" attached to the stem, and also beaten on the table while
singing.
Woodwind
a) Goat horn, found in Eastern Baltics, Finland, Sweden.
Normally three finger holes, occasionally five. Used for announcing
forthcoming weddings and also as a "signal" instrument.
b) "Oryx" horn, cut in metal, used by hunters and also guards outside
country houses.
c) Latvian traditional flutes, mostly made either from bark , in which
case they were made at the end of Spring (none on show here) or wood
whose core was burnt out with a hot iron. All have six finger holes.
The museum also held a more recent flute, made of bamboo.
d) Reed horn. These have either reeds taken from lake-sides, or
clarinet-type, specially-made reeds.
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e) Bagpipes. Several in the museum from early 16thC ( first known
illustration of a bagpipe is in chronicles from 1525). Bagpipes were
very widespread in 17thC and 18thC, and was still being played at the
start of this century in some regions of West Latvia.
Eastern European in origin, these bagpipes have a cylindrical bore for
drone and charter, a single reed, one drone (although 17thC drawings
show two drones), and are made generally from sheep skin.
f) Wooden and bark trumpets. Wooden trumpets were made by cutting a
branch in half, hollowing each half and then tying together with bark.
They were usually rather large, sometimes as big as two metres. The
trumpet on show was a bark trumpet, held together with one branch
"pushed through the wide end". In East Latvia particularly, these
trumpets could also have a wooden reed.
CLAY INSTRUMENTS
a) Various clay instruments in the shape of animals and also as straight
pipes, usually with six holes.
b) Parallel flute. This had a conical bore, and six holes which when
played produced notes as follows: Lift one finger, up a semitone
(possibly slightly less), 2nd finger = semitone, 3rd finger completes
minor third, 4th finger = 1 tone, 5th finger = 1 tone, 6th finger =
slightly wider than a semitone.
c) Whistle/Occarina (to be filled with water). Traditional occarinas
were in the shape of single-headed horses (or other animals), but in the
first third of this century several appeared with many heads and the
museum example had at least twenty. The first maker of multi-headed
occarinas was Andreas Paulans (1896-1973).
MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND SHIPPING, RIGA
a) 4-string something, made at the end of 18thC, with metal-geared pegs,
and standing nearly 7ft high.
b) Early pedal harp, eight pedals (one opens a slide at the back),
c.1780, probably german.
e) "Theorb", metal pegs with gears, single strings.
f) Trombone, 1773, Kroner, Leipzig
g) Waldhorn in D, 2 loops, 1761.
h) Russian military horn in various sizes, ranging from 15cm to several
feet.
i) Clarinet, 1750, made of parts from different instruments, with 3 keys
at the bottom, 2 at the top.
j) Flute, Koch, Vienna, with 6 keys
k) 6-hole Duct Flute
1) Walking-stick flute, 19thC, made near Riga.
m) Chinese bamboo flute, one blowing hole, one hole for membrane(? no
longer there)
n) Saxophone, Adolf Sax, 1900, Paris address, no.15842. Top and
mouthpiece missing.
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o) Piccolo, 19thC, 4 keys, inscribed BARODE CRODE**
p) Chinese reed instrument, 7 finger holes at front, one at back, all
turned, inscribed Shaku Hachi
q) Transverse flute, 1 key, 18thC , no name
r) Flute, 1 key, Pfretzschner
s) Metal flute, Riccaldi, (apparently same fingering as earlier flutes),
inscribed: Systema Priccio, Riccaldi Brevatato, Brici Niccolai, Fiorenze
46 Epena.
t) Western Latvian Kokle, 5 strings, c.l9thC, in need of considerable
repair.
u) Occarina, 1860
v) Box sections of flute (three sections with interchangeable middle
piece) by C.Fritzsche, with a picture of a crown above the name and a
forked arrow/coat of arms beneath it. Total instrument had four keys.
w) Pair of small cymbals
x) Parts from a set of bagpipes, stock for one of drones 10-12cm in
diameter, with 31/2cm hole. Small 5-finger charter, blow stick missing.
y) Horn instruments (i.e. made from horn)
z) Box of recorders, bottom half of each named Sonora, top half made
from Bakarlite.
aa) German military flute, 7 holes, 7th raised step, no keys.
ab) Recorder, 6 holes (front only), inscribed M.Wurlitzer, Riga,
Wernitzgrun.
ac) Wooden trumpet, made possibly from lime wood, using method earlier
described. Two holes, one formerly covered by strap material, one
probably corresponding with wood knot, other deliberately made opposite
it, both placed 1/5 along from mouthpiece.
ad) Bassoon, early 19thC, no octave key, no clapper on E-hole.
ae) Russian horns, kinked to rest on soldier's shoulder while marching.
af) Keyless trumpets
ag) English horn, marked Ckruspe Erfurt, kinked 2/5 way down.
ah) Pair of trumpets, one has RH coil, one LH
ai) Pair of trumpets, one RH , one LH, inscribed "zu andenken den Sorgen
fUr Eure Gesellschaft 1GRAEMPEFE".
aj) Bass transverse flute with keys, damaged lower end.
Instruments on display in the museum exhibition included:
a) Tenor Viola da Gamba, ornamental pegbox whose decoration shows
various instruments being played, 6 strings, Zanetti, Italy 1693,
decorated sides and bridge.
b) Posaune, Hans Heinlein, Nlirnberg, 1662 - a bass instrument with
handle to operate, apparently LH
c) Trumpet, Goldbeck, Germany 1638, inscribed "Pieters GolJbeck
Gotrudehr" and reputed to be the only one in existence.
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John Downing

THE CHEMICAL TREATMENT OF TIMBER - PART II, GENERAL
In Comms. 793 and 881, R_my Gug reviewed some of the historical evidence
concerning the artificial treatment of woods used in musical instrument
construction.In these papers, he noted that recent researchers have dis-covered salt residues (sodium chloride, copper sulphate and alum) in old
violin woods the presence of which could only be explained by deliberate
artificial treatment of the woods. These salts were well known to be toxic
to wood destroying insects and micro-organisms and, therefore, had good
preservative properties, were known to be fireproofing agents, and were
known to have a stabilising effect on wood, curtailing shrinkage during
seasoning. He also made reference to a 16th Century source which confirmed
the use of salt "to improve the voice of all sorts of musical instruments"- in this context, however, it is not known if an improvement to 16th Cent-tury auditors was the same as that sought after by instrument makers today
(increased sound volume and clarity or resonance).
This Comm. attempts to explore further the subject matter published by Remy
Gug with information available in modern texts related to these topics.
The hope is that this paper will, perhaps, encourage some experimentation
with the treatment of soundboard materials.lt is not intended to provide
any answers to the question of why the old makers treated their woods in
the first place. My notes and some speculative musings, for what they are
worth, now follow.
Speculation about the "secret" processes used by the early violin makers
to improve their woods acoustically has been a popular subject for many
years. Heron Allen, writing at the end of the 19th Century, while being
sceptical about the value of artificially tampering with violin woods, did
consider the position briefly. He quoted a Mr Mackintosh, a contemporary
writer, who had written that " I am borne out by traditionary accounts in
believing that the Cremona makers actually put their wood through some pro-cess for the purpose, not only of preserving, but of cleansing it, and
making it, consequently a better conductor of sound. Also, H.A. quoted a
Mr Fleming who claimed an advantage from steeping wood in the mother-liquor
of salt works, as greatly increasing the elasticity of pine...and who points
out that beneath the pine forests of the Tyrol, whence the Italian masters
got their wood, there extend considerable salt mines, which .... had considerable beneficial effects upon the quality of the wood, which they
naturally impregnate, but it is also hopeless to try to produce this natural
effect by artificial means".He also quoted experimenters who "had recourse
to steaming, steeping, stoving, boiling, and baking the timber: I have also
used all kinds of spirits, caustics, and acids; but all these disorganised
the pores and impaired the fibres of the timber, which ought to be in a
sound and perfect state".
While there is no doubt that the aggressive chemical treatment of wood will
break down the structure of the material (the pulp and paper industry does
it all the time), it is
also
possible to treat wood and still maint a i n its sound and perfect state.
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Some of the chemical salts available commercially since the 16th Century,
were sodium chloride or common salt used as a food additive and preservative, and various sulphates known as vitriols. Copper sulphate was blue
vitriol, the more common ferrous sulphate was known as martial vitriol or
copperas and sulphuric acid was called oil of vitriol. Alum too, was regarded as a sort of vitriol and is a double salt of aluminium sulphate
with one of the alkalis, usually potassium. Alum was used as a mordant
for vegetable dyes and was more important economically than martial vitriol.
Despite the importance and hence, availability of these chemicals, they were
no doubt an expensive commodity, at least prior to the 18th Century, a
factor that could have limited large scale experimentation or use in treat-ment of wood for whatever reason.
The Structure of Wood
Wood consists of cellulose molecules agregated to form long, string like
units called microfibrils encrusted with lignin. The microfibrils give the
wood its tensile and bending strength and the lignin provides stiffness.The
structure of wood is cellular - the microfibrils forming the cell walls and
the lignin filling the spaces between the cells, binding them together. Up
to 70% of the cellulose molecules are in a stable, unreactive , crystalline
form. The remainder are in an amorphous form which have a strong affinity
for water and are the prime cause of swelling and shrinkage in seasoned
wood.
The wood cells are relatively long compared to their diameter and are joined
together, end to end, to form long chains running parallel to the tree stem
and packed closely together. In softwoods the individual cells are closed at
each end and the vital fluids of the living tree pass freely between the
cells through membranes called pits in the cell walls. In hardwoods, the
cells are more or less open ended to allow the passage of these fluids. The
presence of these passages is important both in allowing water to escape
from the wood during seasoning and to allow the impregnation of chemicals
during artificial treatment processes.
The seasoning of wood
In a live tree, the cell walls are saturated with water which occupies the
spaces in and around the cellulose microfibrils. Varying amounts of "free"
water are also usually present within the cell cavities. When wood is dried,
it first gives up the "free" water - the water in the cell walls being bound
by stronger molecular forces. When all water has been expelled from the cell
cavities, the weight of water to weight of dry wood substance is about 30%,
known as the fibre saturation point.
As the wood continues to dry below this point, the transfer of bound water
is accomplished by slow diffusion at a molecular level, rather than the initial capillary action. As water is removed from the cell walls, the amor-phous cellulose molecules give up their water resulting in shrinkage and
deformation of the cells primarily in a radial direction, the longitudinal
direction being reinforced against movement by the long chain crystalline
molecules. Hence wood will shrink most significantly during drying across
the grain rather than along the grain. At a level of dryness below the fibre
saturation point, the wood is hygroscopic and will swell or shrink as it
absorbs or expels atmospheric moisture.
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In some species of softwoods (e.g. spruce), the drying process can cause
collapse and closure of the cell wall pits making future impregnation by
liquids very difficult.In hardwoods, the sapwood vessels usually remain
open but may become blocked in the heartwood of some species by cell in-growths, making the wood impervious.
It has been suggested by some authorities that as wood is aged, the pro-portion of the stable crystalline cellulose molecules increases which in
turn causes old seasoned wood to be more stable than recently seasoned
wood.
Stabilisation of wood
There are two ways to stabilise wood. The first is to prevent the movement
of moisture by a barrier film coating on the wood surfaces. This is done
on musical instruments by the application of varnish or other coatings
which, because they practically can only be applied to the finished exterior
of the instrument, can only be partially effective in providing a barrier.
Furthermore, there is evidence that the presence of coatings can have an
adverse effect on the acoustic performance of an instrument - particularly
on instruments such as violins where the critical tuning of the plates is
carried out in the unvarnished state.
The second way, is to impregnate the wood in its swollen state with bulking
agents which support the cell walls against shrinkage during drying.In some
woods (e.g. eastern white cedar) some of the extractives (substances that
can be removed with neutral solvents) have molecules small enough to remain
adsorbed on the cellulose molecules during drying to produce the desired
bulking effect. These woods tend to be more stable dimensionally after
seasoning than other species.
Non volatile bulking agents such as polyethylene glycol are often used today,
however, non polymerising chemicals such as water solu_ble salts or sugars
may also be effectively used.
The preservation of wood
It is normal practice in the forestry industry today to immerse freshly
felled timber in water when it can not be immediately drawn out of the
forest. This is known as ponding and helps to prevent destructive attack
of the timber by insects and micro-organisms. It has been found that some
softwood species that are difficult to impregnate with chemicals (e.g.spruce)
become more permeable after ponding and able to readily absorb preservative
solutions due to bacterial degradation of the pit membranes.
Ponding in fresh water prior to transporting of logs by floating in sea water
as appears to have been the past practice in parts of Italy, may account for
any high accumulations of sodium chloride found in historical soundboards
processed in these areas.
Various chemicals are in use today for the preservation of wood. Generally
a chemical that is toxic to wood destroying bacterium is also toxic to wood
boring insects and to any other living being for that matter including
FoMRHI researchers! Copper sulphate is still used for this purpose and is
still recommended by Agriculture Canada for do-it-yourself treatment of
fenceposts by farmers despite the drawback that it remains soluble in
water and can leach into the surrounding soil where cattle, who like the
taste of it, can be poisoned.Correct treatment with copper sulphate can
extend the in ground life of a post by 100%.
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Treatment of posts with copper sulphate can be done by two methods. The first
is the sap displacement method where the freshly felled poles are peeled and
the butt ends immersed in a vat containing a solution of 1kg copper sulphate
in 71itres of waterTfTiis method works best in spring when the sap is risingthe natural sap movement draws the solution into the cells, the treatment
being complete when the solution appears at the top of the post. This treat-ment may take 2 to 4 days and a post of 1.5 cu.ft. volume may absorb up to
21itres of solution.
The second method for peeled and thoroughly seasoned posts is to immerse each
post in a hot solution (70-90°C) of 1kg copper sulphate to 51itres of water
for lhour. Each post is then transferred immediately to a cold bath of the
solution for another hour.
The above methods may be used to impregnate wood with other salts or concen-trations of solutions. It should be noted here that the concentrations
required for effective preservation may cause deterioration in the strength
properties of the wood, particularly when treated at temperatures above 80°C.
Solutions stronger than about 3% have this effect. Also the salts themselves
may be hygroscopic and increase the tendency to absorb moisture after treat-ment. Heavy salt impregnation may also affect gluing characteristics and
varnish holding properties of the wood.
The implication here is that experimentation with impregnation of wood with
salt should be tried with weak solutions that would not affect the basic
strength properties of the material.
Following treatment, wood requires to be seasoned or reseasoned.Brush or
spray applications of chemicals do not penetrate the wood fibres and must
be regularly reapplied in order to be effective.
Fireproofing of wood
The use of Alum as a fireproofing agent was well known to the Egyptians and
the Romans.
There is evidence to show that the effect of the agent is mainly chemical
and that it dehydrates the wood by removing chemically combined water which
in turn reduces the production of inflammable products during the burning
process.
The methods employed for treating wood against fire are essentially those
developed by the wood preserving industry and the comments above apply in
the same way.
Effective fire retardant treatment requires a salt retention as high as
51b dry salt for each cubic ft. of wood. If instrument woods were treated
with these concentrations it would seem that the effect may not be beneficial?
Acoustic properties of wood
The acoustical properties of primary inter_£(: to the instrument maker today
are the velocity of sound in the wood and the sound dampening or internal
friction characteristics which affect sound volume and resonance.
The velocity of sound in wood parallel to the grain is directly proportional
to the stiffness measured by Youngs Modulus and the relative density.This is
represented by the equation:
Velocity of Sound =

/Longitudinal Modulus of Elasticity
>/ Average Relative Density
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The velocity of sound across the grain may be deduced from this equation
using across grain values for the modulus of elasticity which are only a
fraction (as low as l/20th) of the longitudinal value . The velocity of
sound is also strongly affected by the grain angle.
Therefore, desirable characteristics of soundboard materials are straight
grain, high stiffness combined with low density and relatively high sound
velocities across the grain.
Both the speed of sound and the modulus of elasticity are affected by
humidity and temperature, both decreasing with increased humidity and
temperature.
Internal friction which causes decay of the sound vibrations is affected
by humidity and temperature in the same way. At room temperature, internal
friction is minimal at a 6-8% moisture content in the wood i.e. under these
conditions a soundboard would be most resonant. Internal friction increases
with increasing moisture content up to the fibre saturation point.
Practical experiences of musicians confirm the effect of humidity with
instruments that sound dull and unresponsive in humid weather and harsh
under dry conditions.
It would seem reasonable to assume, therefore, that instrument woods that
had been effectively stabilised by a means other than long aging or surface
sealing techniques, might be, if not better sound resonators at least more
consistent performers under normal atmospheric variables.On the orrWr hand,
impregnation of woods by the appropriate concentration of chemical salt
solution may not only improve wood stability but also other factors such
as cross grain sound velocity. On the other hand tampering with wood in
this fashion my have the opposite effect for the reasons given above. The
only way to find out, as Remy Gug suggests is to experiment and compare
experiences with other researchers.
Finally, I would speculate that the type of salt used for treatment is
probably less important than the concentration and treatment method. I
imagine that if the old makers did use copper sulphate, it was because it
may have had stabilising as well as preserving properties - other salts
being only stabilising agents.I do not believe that alum would have been
used by virtue of its fireproofing cheacteristic as it would obviously not
result in the preservation of an instrument engulfed in flames!
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THE CHEMICAL TREATMENT OF TIMBER - BOGWOOD
In the process of constructing an Irish harp earlier this year, I became
interested in the nature of the materials that are said to have been used
for the construction of the soundboxes of some of the early Irish harps.
This material, known as bog willow, was apparently dug from peat bogs
where it had lain, immersed, for a period of hundreds of years. The term
bog willow may be a generic term for such timbers excavated from peat bogs
as may be bog oak or bog pine, so I shall use the term bogwood for these
materials in this present discussion.
The use of bogwood in Irish harp construction is confirmed by the inscripti o n on a harp made by Cormac O'Kelly, Co. Derry:
In the time of Noah I was green; since his flood I have not
been seen, until 17 hundred and 02 I was found by C.R.Kely
underground; he raised me up to that degree, Queen of Musick
you may call me.
As I have never had the opportunity to handle and examine bogwood let
alone work it, I had initially assumed that it was today extinct and un-obtainable. However, a re-reading of Comm. 560 by David Z. Crookes indicated that, far from being extinct, bogwood was still being extracted for
use as a fuel wood in Northern Ireland.Also, during a recent brief conversation with a researcher from Toronto who is studying ring dating of old
timbers, I was informed that here in Canada, the residents in some of the
Northern areas dig up ancient logs from the muskeg swamps for use as a
fuel. These timbers are said to be many thousands of years old,
have
not be§ne fossilised like coal but are still essentially wood in characteristics.
Clearly, there must be quite a lot of useful information out there among
people who have first hand experience in using bogwood even if they are
only concerned about how well it will burn. The purpose of this Comm.
therefore, is to try to generate some correspondence and information exchange from those who havelcnowledge of this material and its characteristics.
At the same time, I am curious generally about the chemical treatment of
wood for the purpose of altering its physical properties, particularly
for use in musical instruments. The earlier Comms 793 and 881 by Remy Gug
are, as usual, very interesting and informative in exploring both recent
and historical references to this subject. It would seem in this context
that bogwood may be considered as a chemically modified wood treated by
natural rather than artificial methods. I hope to be able to comment furthe r on the more general considerations of chemical treatment in another
Comm.
My recent efforts to learn about bogwood have so far been limited to read-ing a few texts published within the past 100 years (further confirmation
that use of this material has been common knowledge until recent times).
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I, therefore, quote the following extracts from these publications for
information without further comment:
BOG OAK
-bogs of Ireland, Western Scotland and the English Fens yield bog oak and
bog pine.
-bog oak is used to make souvenirs in Killarny in Ireland but also occurs
in Northumberland, Norfolk and Devon where it has lain in some peat bog for
hundreds of years, becoming stained to a warm greyish brown shade; as a
rule it is all heartwood. A huge bog oak unearthed at Stilton Fen, York-shire in 1948, was estimated to have been 150ft in height and 14ft in
girth.
-bog oak - found embedded in Irish bogs. Hard, almost black, close grained,
takes high polish. Used for fancy cabinet work, inkstands etc.
-bog oak - blackened by the action of the iron salts in peat on the tannin
show still greater periods of durability. The acid character of the wood,
however, while securing it very largly from insect attack, has a very destructive corrosive effect upon iron in contact with it.
BOG PINE
-pine splits of resinous heartwood are used for lighting in N. Scotland
and Ireland - often taken from ancient pine stumps found in peat bogs,
-bog pinewood makes good kindling but only if cut small and dried.
-in Ireland, where bog pine was valued for beams and gate posts, farmers
would probe the bogs for it with augers, or detect its presence underground
by noting where the hoar frost lay thickest on the surface;
-ropes were made in parts of Ireland, as recently as the present century
(20th) from bog pine; to render the fibres pliable, the wood was first
soaked in hot water and then beaten with wooden mallets; long thin strands
were then twisted together, several cords being used co make up the finish-ed rope.
-where pine had ceased to grow in the north-west Highlands of Scotland,
men still dug in the peat bogs for small pieces of rootwood to serve as
thatch battens. A curious legal point was that such bog timber ranked as
tenants property, whilst that obtained from growing trees remained in the
ownership of the landlord.
ALDER
-in the Highlands of Scotland - alder logs were sometimes immersed in peat
bogs after felling, when they assumed an attractive reddish stain. This
"Scots mahogany" was then used for furniture making.
-alder - in Scotland this wood is sometimes immersed in peat water to which
lime has been added, for some months and is then used for tabletops which
require varnishing.
A final note of interest but not directly concerned with bogwood is the
method for artificially seasoning boxwood:
-one method is to bury it in straw filled pits for 2years and then to steam
it just before use; this lessens the liability of the wood to subsequent
expansion or shrinkage.
I conclude so far that one property of bogwood is that it is not subject
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to shrinkage and does not otherwise require significant seasoning before
use. If this assumption is correct,then the value of bogwood to the Irish
harp maker would be that it would facilitate construction of the soundbox
which, being hollowed out from a solid log is otherwise subject to a long
seasoning process and requires care in protection against seasoning checks.
The references to the treatment of alder logs is interesting as it may
indicate that the treatment of timbers by immersion in a peat bog may not
require a long period of time - some species of tree having more absorbe n t heartwoods than others. Perhaps there is some scope here for produci n g a pseudo bog wood of the required characteristics for example by
immersing a rough hollowed harp body, in its green state, in a chemical
mixture approximating that of a peat bog ( a neutral to acidic solution
of iron salts?) for a period of time during the subsequent final seasoni n g of the body?
FoMRHI Comm
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WilUam RusseU

Guilt - Free Music
Some vegetarian musicians feel guilty about playing instruments which have been constructed using
glue made from animal tissue, (such as rabbit skin, hide, bone, tendon, gut) etc. This affects
professional musicians especiaUy, and they may weU have difficulty in finding an instrument not
constructed with animal glue, since this is the medium favoured by makers who use traditional
methods. There is also a problem with certain types of varnish, and gut strings which have been
metal wound. Some players are unaware that they are using gut strings, the gut being concealed
by the windings.
I believe that there is an answer to these problems. For the past three years, I have been making
my glue out of both old and scrap gut strings. It may also be possible to make use of old leather
shoes. I am fully aware of the implications of this method, but I beUeve it to be morally acceptable,
since the material I use has been thrown away and I do not pay for it. I don't feel that I
contribute in any way to the meat industry, or to animal cruelty. I have merely recycled waste
materials. The coUagen I extract out of these waste materials makes an exceUent glue and aUows me
to use traditional methods in the construction of musical instruments.
This compromise however, may not be acceptable to all vegans and vegetarians as we aU have our
own views on this ethical question. I am able to construct instruments with the use of a vegetable
based glue (PVA). This glue can be reversed, but it is mostly unxsuitable for either repair or
restoration work. Let me try to clarify what I mean. If a violin - for example - has been put
together with vegetable glue, you can take it apart without too much damage, but to try to repair
a crack with this type of glue could well result in disaster. Vegetable glue is not completely
soluble in water and it leaves a film on the gluing surface which cannot be removed without
damage to wood or varnish or both. Any glue used on repair work must be able to be washed
away using hot water and a small brush, with no other solvents.
At the present time, I am doing some experiments with Gum Arabic, Carrageen and BluebeU bulbs. I
have found Gum Arabic to be the best in every way, except for its strength. If I can increase its
strength without losing its water absorbancy, then I am sure that this glue wiU satisfy everybody. If
anyone can offer advice on this subject, then please contact me.
Concerning the varnish problem, Sticklac, Seedlac, Shellac, Propolis eggs and Cochineal are
ingredients which may be used in the varnish process by some makers. All of these ingredients are
of animal or insect origin. I make my own varnish, and do not use any animal or insect
ingredients.
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D. Jacques Way

'Teaching Wood to Sing', and Other Matters
The amount of "methodical investigation" that John Catch bewails the lack of is really quite
enormous, as thumbing through the catalogue of a major library would reveal.
Specifically, about whether instruments sound different for having been played in, whether
aged wood makes a difference in the sound, whether the performer can really make a difference in the sound of his instrument, etc., etc.
John Catch will probably be pleased to know that there are a number of published papers to
prove that instruments do not improve in sound with age, that instruments do not 'go cold'
from lack of playing, and do not sound better when they are 'warmed up' after not being
used for extended periods.
Scientists have also proved that the performer cannot affect the quality of the sound of his
instrument, that when we say a player has a 'beautiful touch' we are talking nonsense.
Scientists have also proved that one wire sounds quite like another, and that when we talk
about the 'boom tone' on a harpsichord, or the special resonance that surrounds some tones
in the bass of some violins, that it isn't really there.
So far as I know, every 'blindfold' test of instruments before a jury that has been reported in
the scientific journals has also proved that one instrument sounds like another, at least so far
as the 'jury' could tell.
Scientific American in particular has run a series of articles debunking all the received
notions that musicians and instrument makers hold on such matters. The published 'scientific evidence' is overwhelming. Our "background of ancient, persistent, and widespread
beliefs" is all hogwash.
Anyone who would "rush cheerfully into debate on problems of this kind" has nothing to
say except to invoke his own "uncontrolled personal value judgments".
So, on the one hand we have the almost universal experience and belief of instrument makers and musicians on one side, and all scientific evidence on the other. Being children of the
twentieth century, we must certainly believe the scientists, must we not?
Absolutely. Science has taken us to the moon, and will some day find a vaccination for HIV.
And science will, if the economic reasons are compelling enough, some day invent a
machine that can hear acoustical subtleties as accurately as the human ear. There is nothing
that science can't do, especially if is militarily useful.
When someone runs his fingers through his hair, he can be said to be using a 'Welsh comb',
and I said that you can't catch fleas with such. Acoustics is a laggard science, and the instrumentation available for the study of it is still very crude and rudimentary. There was a time
when instrumentation to identify color was similarly crude, and subtle color matches had to
be made by the human eye. Modern color receptors are a thousand-fold more sensitive than
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they used to be, and serve well enough nowadays for commercial printing, although reproductions of works of art must still be judged by the human eye. There has not yet been sufficient economic incentive to develop them beyond what is acceptable for commercial use.
When color receptors were so crude that they could distinguish only a small part of what
the eye could see, no scientists published articles to 'prove' that what the eye could see was
folklore or hogwash. The people involved in color-matching would have laughed at them.
But 'scientists' can declare that what we hear in musical instruments is nonsense and get
away with it among the naive and those with untrained ears.
Scientists with trained hearing are very scarce, and since they can't hear with their ears, they
can't make their machines hear either. Such 'scientists' can 'prove' that a cigar-box fiddle is
the equal of a Strad.
Must we believe them?
The human ear and brain are at this moment in time a thousand times more sensitive to
aural phenomena than any machine. If it becomes profitable for the scientists to develop
more sensitive equipment, they will do it. Meanwhile we are stuck with our ears.
And ves, it is possible for preconceptions to influence what we hear. "A harpsichord sounds
as good as it looks." One can be befuddled by reputation, by contagious enthusiasm, by
what one hopes for. Experience, detachment, and calmness of spirit are necessary to make
the human machine work at its best. A blindfolded jury will first of all look for an easy
means to sort out what good is. They will try to discern what the player thinks about the
instrument he is playing, what the people around them think. It may take some hours of
failing to find extraneous clues before they begin to learn to hear what they are hearing.
Instrument makers know that they must be careful not to burn up an instrument until they
have really heard it.
So the 'blindfold juries' are a farce. Who certifies that they are acute receptors? It is not the
opinion of the man-in-the-street that is useful to us, nor self-certified 'experts'. It took me
twenty years to begin to learn to hear, and I don't hear as much as I should.
Training eyes to see color is easier - it used to take only about three years for me to teach a
pressman to see color adequately.
A good violinist will have to explore an instrument, get the feel ot it, try different things
before he makes an absolute judgment, although he will know almost instantly whether it is
worth exploring. A good violinist will make the instrument he has sound as well as he can,
and to the listener that may be very well indeed, although the player finds it wanting. It is
not "skimble-skamble" to believe that one player will make an instrument sound better than
another.
But in the end musicians and instrument makers do get things sorted out correctly. We do
know what we know. And some day the scientists will catch up with us.
Meanwhile we have to get on with the job, benighted as we are.
However poetically he may speak, I think Sir Jehudi probably hears very well, and perhaps
has a right to his "uncontrolled personal value judgments".
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Teaching Wood to Sing

Comms 1032 and 1047 have introduced a subject which is as interesting as it is hard to pin
down.
D. Jacques Way says that the instrument doesn't care whether they [those who play it
in] are "master players" or not. This may be more true in the case of harpsichords than
other instruments. R.S. Rockstro in 'A Treatise on the Flute' page 96 heads §249 with the
words 'On Permanent change in the Tube caused by different Methods of producing >ound'.
He maintains that the tubes of wind instruments of any material become permanently
affected by the way in which they are blown. Theobald Boehm in 'The Flute and Flute
Playing' in a chapter headed 'On the Blowing of New Flutes' says "Experience shows that all
wood-wind instruments are affected by the manner of blowing so that they become either
better or worse with regard to the tones and their production
The reasons for this have
never yet been satisfactorily explained. But it is known, that even after all swellings and
deformations of the wood are removed from the flute tube as much as possible by the most
careful swabbings. the influence of the manner of blowing still remains perceptible." By
referring to 'wood' he seems to exclude metal flutes though it is clear that in adjoining
sections on the care of the instrument he is including all types.
I have certainly had occasion to service instruments that are not functioning to their
best ability because they have been poorly cared for. but although my feeling tells me that
there is something in this. I cannot say, for example, that I have met a flute or other
woodwind that I know to have been spoilt by bad playing alone. One knows that two
examples of the same make of instrument, whether new or well used can differ one from
another for reasons which defy practical measurement, and that this can apply even to a
modem mass produced metal flute.
I would be very interested to hear more of the
experience of members on this subject.
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John Bence

I t a l i a n Short Octaves
The presence of the short octave keyboard in I t a l i a n harpsichords i s well known
and documented.
However does anyone know why t h e s e should have occurred, and
in p a r t i c u l a r why they do not seem t o appear in o t h e r c o u n t r i e s very often?
Nor can I find any reference to them in e a r l y I t a l i a n organs.
Obviously bottom
F sharp and G sharp were uncommon in e a r l y I t a l i a n keyboard music, but i s t h a t
not a l s o so in o t h e r c o u n t r i e s ? I have doubts a s to whether i t i s due t o space
saving as the couple of inches saved does not seem to merit t h e inconvenience.
Can anyone shed l i g h t on t h i s matter?

2S
Ephraim Segerman
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In the last Newsletter of my local Early Music Forum (NWEMF), the Chairman raised the question of
why there is an Early Music movement and not an Early Painting movement, and requested repUes. I
got rather carried away in mine, going into other considerations. I include it here as a Comm
because it may be of wider interest.
Early music as a movement
\. movement, as I understand it, involves a highly visible group of people pursuing one particular goal
which is clearly different from other, perhaps similar goals, and these particular people are proud of
that difference. The history of painting is fuU of movements, usually associated with new styles. This
is the same with music. Movements can be associated with old things as weU, such as the rediscovery
of J. S. Bach's music in the 19th century. Movements need momentum to survive, and that
momentum needs to be fed by a regular diet of news (theword 'movement' itself is the antithesis of
something that stays the same). This is no problem with modem movements as the painters and
composers keep producing new works. For old things, new discoveries of them have to keep feeding
ihe momentum of the movement, and as the rate of discoveries of them slows down (in the quaUty
people have grown to expect), so does the movement. This has already happened in preclassical
music, and the main early-music news nowadays is how much clearer Classical orchestral and chamber
music can sound when 'period' instruments, a sUghtly more detached style and forces of original size
die used by the early-music ensembles. When the novelty of early 20th century music played with
portamento wears off, early music will essentiaUy cease as a movement talked about by aU in the
musi: field. It still will be very healthy as a weU-appreciated art form, as early painting is.
Early music as an independent art form
Foi any art foim. one can appreciate, learn about and promote it individually or collectively. In a
performing art. one can also use one's skiUs to recreate it as weU. This factor will attract many more
participants to organised activities than a non-performing art wiU. So if early music is going to be
compared to another art form, the theatre is a better candidate than painting. It is obvious why
there is no Early Theatre movement, but it is not so obvious why early theatre is not recognised as
an independent an form. It seems to me that the difference lies in the fact that mostly the same
actors play in early and modern theatre, while mostly different musicians play early and modern-style
music. This is why church choirs and recorder ensembles that perform modem as well as early-music
repertoire are not considered early music groups. They don't consider themselves to be early-music
specialists, and that is what counts. It is clear that early music is a specialism that goes beyond the
lime origins of the music. Early music practitioners consider themselves different from other 'serious'
musicians because the> believe that they are more historicaUy accurate in their style of performance
and in the editions of music and in the equipment that they use.
Eailv music style
The ijarl) music style involves sUghtly more detachment (based on 'messe di voce' note shaping),
fastei tempi and less vibrato than other musicians in the 'serious music' field. These were popular
views held (without seriously studying the evidence) about some repertoires by music-history
leseaicheis a few decades ago when early music was building momentum as a movement. The
performers then found these aspects of style attractive, adopted them for aU repertoires, and have
since ignored and so discouraged further research into the history of style. Typical of this attitude
is the comment Nancy Haddon made after she adjudicated a NWEMF Early Music Competition,
which was that she studied the sources on style and came to her conclusions about them 20 years
before and hasn't questioned them since, concentrating on the music and musicianship.
Theatrical historians are well aware that early theatrical style is inappropriate for modern performance
because its oratorical and rhetorical characteristics violate modern taste; it would be considered
rediculous and quite 'over the top' by modern audiences. Similarly our modern style of
conversational 'naturalness' and intimate expression in such a pubUc situation without mudulation by
artifice would be considered embarrassing and rediculous by early audiences. Early theatre
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performances nowadays are clearly in modern style, with the quaint language of the script, aided by
the costumes and sets, considered sufficient to give the 'period' flavour. The situation in early music
is rather sirnilar. One difference is that music historians have been prejudiced by their taste and have
not been objective enough to appreciate the full significance of the many references to oratory and
rhetoric as styUstic models for music performance that appear in Renaissance and French baroque
sources. Another is that in early music the 'period' flavour is not usuaUy aided by costumes and sets
since fashion in the 'serious' music world promotes superficial modesty and distains any apparent
flamboyance. Another difference is that in the early theatre there is no overt claim about historical
accuracy wlule in early music, with the need to be different from other 'serious' music, such a claim
is often made. The main force of that claim is in the equipment used:
Early instruments
The instruments situation has similarities with that of style. The playing characteristics of 'period'
instruments are almost always practical compromises between historical indications and what works
with a technique that is not too different from modem and pitch-standard restriction that the
mobiUty of music-making nowadays requires. These playing characteristics become standardised foi
each 'period' instrument as it becomes estabUshed. As with estabUshed modern instruments, all
research is then ignored unless it makes playing easier or safer. Established 'period' instruments
need to be clearly different from modem counterparts. For instance, the nuisance of gut strings is
essential for 'period' orchestral bowed instruments whose other differences are more subtle, while
'period' plucked instruments are so different in other ways that nylon strings are acceptable.
Likely changes in early music's distinctiveness
As mentioned above, the claim of differentness by early music is that, compared to otheis in
'serious' music, it is more historically accurate in style and in the edition and equipment used. A
more correct statement is that early music has somewhat different conventions of style and in the
edition used, and uses somewhat different standardised equipment, with historical accuracy very high
in editions, somewhat compromised in equipment used and quite poor in style for most repertoires.
The instruments are quite expensive and good ones not easily rentable. They take some time to
leam to play with confidence. Such an investment in money and time by a musician only makes
sense if it leads to appropriate playing opportunities, and the differentness of early music has been
providing such opportunities. Most early musicians are trained modem musicians who made this
investment to increase their playing opportunities, whUe expecting to keep a foot in both camps. The
fact that most have become almost exclusively early musicians is mainly due to the relative availability
of playing opportunities. This situation is unstable, not likely to last long, and musicians with one
foot in each camp are likely to become the norm rather than the exception. Also, modern
ensembles are currently experimenting with foUowing early music style and edition choice using theii
modem instruments. This leads to the likelihood that the differentness between early music
ensembles and modem ensembles wiU blur where their repertoiies overlap.
Eventually the situation will probably approach that in the theatre, where 'period' flavour is the
expectation but with blatant anachronism considered artisticaUy vaUd if it 'works' theatrically, and
special efforts at historical accuracy only being of interest if it is news to the audience and doesn't
detract from a good show. Then declarations of historical commitment by performers won't be
necessary to generate their performing opportunities and music historians wiU return to scholarly
objectivity in their research into what music was really like, instead of servicing the early music
industry.
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Ephraim Segerman

Designs of the V&A Rose and Jaye Viol Soundholes
We can expect that few early makers drew the shapes of their designs by eye freehand (as many
modern makers who don't copy or scale originals do) because we know that compasses and rulers
were tools of their trade. Of course they were fully guided by what looked right to their eyes. Since
design storage seems to have been in the head rather than on paper or templates, the design in mind
would have been reduced to memorable lengths, length relationships and geometrical construction.
Many details could be filled in by eye during the making of templates or the instrument itself and so
not need to be remembered. When left to the making of the instrument, execution of these detaUs
would be freer than other aspects of the designs. These show on their instruments especially where a
design feature is repeated, Uke on the right and left sides of an apparently symmetric instrument. The
shapes of the eyes on EngUsh viol soundholes seem to be examples of this.
Viol soundholes have eyes on each end and curves joining them. I wiU caU the curve on the side
that the eyes are on the inner curve, and the other the outer curve, even though the outer one is
closer to the bridge than the inner one. The inner curve on both of these soundholes is simply a
circular arc. Its radius is 3% inches for the laye treble (I caU this the VJ viol) and 6 inches for the
Rose bass (the VR viol).
A' The basic structure that the designs appear to build from is this arc and the
chord across it of length equal to the radius. That chord (AA') is the third
side of an equilateral triangle of which the other two sides are radu (AB and
A'B) to the arc. In the VJ viol that chord goes through the centres of the
eyes, and in the VR viol it is tangent to the eyes.
The variability of shape from eye to eye on the same soundhole, and especially between the
corresponding eyes of the soundholes on each side of the same soundboard, leads me to assume that
they were largely carved by eye, guided by a template pattern that enclosed the eyes. (The drawings
of these viols distributed by the museum do not show these differences because the shape of one
soundhole was used for both sides). I imagine these templates to look something Uke the foUowing
for each of these viols:
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In these templates the outer shape is arbitrary except for points L and L' which are aligned with the
soundboard edge (with L at the minimum-width position) while the cutout shape of the template
(shaded in the drawing) is scribed on the soundboard. The lines GH, GH', LIJK and LT'J'K' are
lines perpendicular to the chord AA', and are tangent to the eyes. The points of tangency are G,
G\ I and I' on the VJ template and above these points on the VR template (the intersections of the
AJDJ'A' arc with the GH and G'H' lines seem to be intended tangent points). On the VJ template,
semicircles between G and I and G' and I' define the bottoms of the eyes, while on the VR template
the lines GI and G T are tangent to the bottoms of the eyes. On both templates the curve JJ' is
the original arc of the circle between A and A'. In the cutting of each eye in the soundboard this
arc is continued to meet the inside of the eye as it is carved freehand. The carving of the outside
curve of the eye gradually starts to depart from the template outline at K and K', and smoothly
bends to be tangent to GH and G'H'. The outside curve of the soundhole is farthest from AA' at a
point E. The line perpendicular to AA' that goes through E also goes through the centres F and F'
of the arcs EKH and EK'H'. Along the way it intersects JJ' at D and AA' at C.
What remains is determining the positions of G, I, G', I', L, L', C, E, F and F'. The situation with
the VR soundhole is very simple since it is symmetric (the primes are the unprimes mirrored across
EDCF). Thus all positions are defined by GG' (soundhole length) - EF (outer curve radius) = 5
inches, and GI (eye width) - DE (maximum width) - IL - Vie inch (which is about an eleventh of
AA').
The VJ soundhole is asymmetric and appears compUcated by comparison. In inches, from A to A',
AG - Vs, GI - Vie, IC - IVi, CI' - 3 /«, I'G' = % and G'A' = Vie. Perpendicular to AA',
IK = %, AE - 3/A and I'K' - Vs, with IL - I'L' = Va. Knowing the positions of K and E on
the HKE arc, and that the centre F of that arc is on the EDC line, aUows that point F to be found.
Its radius turns out to be 4VB inches. Similarly from K' and E on the H'K'E arc, its centre F' can
be found, and the radius of that arc is half that of the other (centred on F).
What might be significant and perhaps memorable relationships is that the width of the larger eye
(I'G'), which I shall caU w, is a seventh of the original length AA', the distance of that eye from the
central point C (CI') is l%w, as is the distance from C to the farthest point on the outer curve (CE),
and the distance from C to the other eye is 3w. The length of IK - w. The length I'K' is the
average of IK and CE, and this length appUes to IL and I'L' as weU. The width of the smaller eye
(GI) is Vew. The remaining length of the original chord AA' (Vsw) is distributed with Vew
between the larger eye and A' and Vsw between the smaller eye and A. The soundhole length GG'
is about 1 0 /n times the chord length AA'.
As usual in these design papers of mine, I give aU of the information needed for reproducing or
scaling the shapes by someone unfamiliar with them. This is rather more information than that which
needs to be remembered by someone that is very famiUar with them. I wouldn't expect that
soundholes made on the same design principle on viols of different sizes would not be accurate
scalings of the ones presented here since the dimensions would be rounded off to memorable values.
One may weU ask why the shaping of the eyes was left to the soundboard making and not done on
the template. My guess is that the template was made of a thin flexible material, perhaps held down
with wax, and it was only used as a guide while the scribing was done by compass and ruler. This is
consistent with my suggestion in Comm 1053 that early EngUsh viol making involved devoting a
minimum of effort in making construction aids specific to particular models, implying a particularly
high level of design flexibility.
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* in left hand margin - change of address or other change
David Armitage, Woodwind Workshop, City of London Polytechnic, 41-71 Commercial Road,
London El 1LA, UK; 071-247 1953 x 268 (ww, M,R).
Nicholas Baldock, FeldstraBe 7, D - W - Katzenelnbogen, Germany; 06486-8054 (dbl bass,
violone, strings; M,P).
Peter Baldry, 12 Wraylands Drive, Reigate, Surrey RH2 OLG, UK; 0737-221955 (lute, cmett;
M,P).
Peter J Barnes, 1 Clay Lane, Rode, Bath, Somerset BA3 6PJ, UK; 0373-830759 (hpschd; M,R).
Alexander Batoff, change Leningrad to St Petersburg.
Tarquin Billiet, 1056 Chaussee d'Alsemberg, B-1180 BruxeUes, Belgium; 32-3-3763502 (trav).
Maria Boxall & NiaU MacCoinnich, insert code: TA4 2IR.
Brian Cohen. 'Rosedene' Peaslake Lane, Peaslake, Guildford, Surrey GU5 9RJ, UK; 0306731027 (gtar, lute, vln, vcl, etc; M,C,R, coU).
Wayne Cripps, POBox 677, Hanover, NH 03755-0677, USA; (603) 649-1411 (trav; P).
A Dolling, Waterside Workshops, 99 Rotherhithe Street, London SE16 4NF, UK; 071-237 5716
(lute, vih; M).
Galpin Society: delete Maurice Byrne (who is a member in his own right); insert David Rycroft.
Ian F Gordon, 2 Locke House, Guinness Trust, Stamford HiU, London N16 5XF, UK; 081-800
1773 (clar, M; sax, P).
Malcolm Greenhalgh, London Harpsichord Centre, 60 Chetwynd Road, London NW5 1DJ, UK;
071-485 9412 (keybds; M,R, tuner).
Steafan Hannigan, 196a West End Lane, West Hampstead. London NW6 2LJ, UK; (flutes,
bagpp, perc; M,R,P,coU).
Peter Harris, 2 Wedgwood Drive, Hughenden Valley, High Wycombe, Bucks HP14 4PA, UK;
024024-3059 (fag, crtl, shawm; M,P).
Miles HeUon, Unit 253, 27 ClerkenweU Close, London EC1R OAT, UK; 071-251 2184 (hpschd;
M,R).
Vladimir Kosheleff, change Leningrad to St Petersburg.
Maris Jansons, Latvian Music Instrument Makers Association, Latvian Ethnographic Open Air
Museum, Brivibasiela 440, Latvia; (0132) 994510 (bagpp, kokle, duct fl; M,R,P).
Andrzej Kuczkowski, ul.Lukowa 3 m.91, 02-767 Warszawa, Poland (str instrs, esp gamba; M).
Krzysztof Kulis, ul.Podgoma 70 m.17, 93-724 Lodz, Poland (hpschd; M).
Michael R Latcham, Tweede De Riemerstraat 154-156, NL-2513 CZ Den Haag, Netherlands;
070-360 2985 (hpschd, pfte; M,C,R,P,coU; Gemeente Museum, cur).
Tiina Lohmuste, Estonian Theatre & Music Museum, Muurivahe 12, 200001 Tallin, Estonia;
Tallin 446963 (aU instrs).
PhiUp Lord (lute, psaltry; M).
Sally Lucas, 394 Rectory Road, HawkweU, Essex SS5 4JV, UK; 0702-202141 (ww, M,C,R,P).
Monti Massimo, Via Manlio di VeroU 3, 1-00199 Roma, Italy; 86200629 (tpt, drums, perc).
Valdis Muktupavels, Inzenieru 1-7, 226050 Riga, Latvia; (0132) 228281.
David Murray, The Rtereat, South Street, Burreltown, Blairgowrie, P H I 3 9PE, UK; 082-87294
(keybds; M,R,coU).
George Ormiston, 82 Crosswood Terrace, Tarbrax, West Calder EH55 8XE, Scotland; 050185416 (trav, scot sm pp; M).
Nicholas Quigley, Flat 3 12 Vickers Street, Nottingham NG3 4LD, UK; 0602-856215 (8-key fl,
recrdr, M,C,R,P,coU).
Felix Raudonikas, change Leningrad to St Petersburg.
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Velta Rozenberga, Latvian History Museum Library, PUs Lauk 3, 226050 Riga, Latvia; (0132)
225605.
Mark Narda Spoelstra, Iggelheimer Str.15, D-W-6720 Speyer, Germany; 49-6232-84737.
Christopher Stembridge, Via S.Martino 6/2, 1-38070 Baselga del Bondone (TN), Italy; (39) 461865075 (orgn, hpschd, clavchd; P,L,W).
SauUus Steponavicius, Teatro ir Muzikos Muziejus, Traku str. N92, VUnius, Lithuania; 62-24-06
(keybds, music boxes; C,R).
Peter & Vivienne Sweet, Peggs Farm, Rattlesden Road, Drinkstone, Suffolk IP30 9TW, UK;
0449-736343 (hpschd).
Robert Webb, 21 Culverden Road, Balham, London SW12 9LT, UK; 081-675 0335 (hpschd;
M.P).
Francis Wood (northumbr & sm pp; M,P).
;

Also renewed since the last Q but, at the time of writing only for 1991 and not for 1992, or
moved:

*

*

GilUan Alcock A Terry McGee, 25 Woodgate Street, Farrer, ACT 2607, AustraUa
Christopher AUworth, 36 MUsom Avenue, HaUfax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3N 2B9.
AteUer Marc Ducornet, 24 rue Jean Jacques Rousseau, 93100 Montreuil, France.
Poppy Holden, 40 Dunlace Road, London E5 ONE, UK.
J D Mings, Gouden Leeuw 219, NL-1103 KD Amsterdam Zuidcost, Netherlands.
Tiziano Rizzi, Via Boccaccio 6, 20090 Rodano (MUano), Italy.
Shrine to Music Museum, 414 East Clark Street, VermilUon, SD 57069, USA.
John Weston, The Cliffords Farm House, Nash, Ludlow, Salop SY8 3DE, UK.
I stiU have a lot to do before I leave, and only two more working days, both of which are going
to be at least partly mopped up by museum visitors who have arranged to come; so please forgive me for not doing the Organological and Geographical Indexes.
Jeremy Montagu

L
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Charles Foster
More on Praetorius' "Bassett:Nicolo",
a reply to Comm. 1064

I am pleased that my contribution of Comm. 1049 has elicited such a prompt
reply. I am gratified that it is not, however, from one who considers the
"Bassett:Nicolo" to be a "Centaur", but from one who does believe that such
an instrument did exist. While my thesis favours Anthony Baines* view of
the instrument as a straight crumhorn, (an example of oxymoron, surely!),
Bruno Gire supports that of Van der Meer, regarding it as a kind of capped
shawm.
In section 1 of Comm. 1064, "About the "BassettrNicolo"' he makes
points, with reference to which I offer the following comments;

ten

1.1
The name "Bassett:Nicolo" is indeed in Roman rather than Gothic
script. This does not, however, provide a valid explanation for the unusual
spelling of "bassett", since other designations of instrumental sizes, e.g.
"Discant, Alt, Tenor and Bas or Bass" are most often in Roman script in the
captions to Praetorius* drawings; nor does the spelling establish the
foreign origin of the instrument as Bruno Gire later re-affirms in note
1.8. Such an inconsistency in spelling is of no significance whatsoever,
note the fact that in the table of contents on both Bulletins 64 & 65,
Jeremy has "corrected" the spelling in both titles to "Basset:Nicolo"! Also
note that throughout his comm., Bruno Gire refers to the family of
"shawns"; I would not for one moment suggest that these are shawms of Irish
provenance!
1.2
This is where Bruno Gire's argument suffers through a total
misunderstanding of Praetorius' intentions. On p.36 of the German text, and
in the table of instrumental ranges, no mention is made whatsoever of an
instrument
called "Bassett:Nicolo". Two distinct varieties of shawm,
however, are discussed, the "Bassett or Basset", also known as the "Tenor",
(the first is the spelling in the text and the second that in the table),
and the "Nicolo". These are very clearly described in the text, and
although only the "Bassett or Tenor" is illustrated, examples of both types
survive in museums. Nowhere does Praetorius describe windcap shawms, but
only those blown with exposed reeds. There is no error in Praetorius' text
but merely a confusion in the designation of an illustration.
1.3 Bruno Gire's translation is perfectly accurate, but
although closely related instruments are described.

two

distinct

1.4
In the table of ranges those of the "Basset" or "Tenor" and the
"Nicolo" shawms are clearly separated. The instrument with the range of
C
to G"1 is the "Nicolo". Shawms with exposed reeds do not require
thumbholes; crumhorns and other cylindrically bored instruments
do,
however, in
order
to
extend
their limited range. Thumb-holes are
advantageous in wind-cap shawms to facilitate over-blowing. It is quite
understandable that Bruno Gire notes that there are contradictions between
the text and the drawings, since totally distinct instruments are involved
in each.
1.5
I quite agree that the printing of the key is somewhat unclear in
the front view of the instrument. On the rear view, however, not mentioned
by Bruno Gire, the double keys are clearly indicated. The same facility of
finger dexterity would not be required on an instrument playing only the
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occasional low tonic note as on one which is extended diatonically. Hence
it is not at all surprising that on the Bassett:Nicolo the keys are
significantly closer together than on the extended bass crumhorn on the
same page. The keys on the Basset shawm on plate XI are, for identical
reasons, quite close together. I do not see how such a key could be
described as "trefoil shaped", unless it is like a lucky four-leafed
clover!
1.6
It is true that on every instrument depicted by Praetorius the
number of rose rings corresponds to the number of hidden holes. Only three
such instruments, however, are illustrated, apart from the Bassett:Nicolo,
with more than a single key, namely the three largest shawms. On a narrow
cylindrically-bored instrument, such as I postulate the BassettrNicolo to
be, of the four holes concealed totally within the fontanelle, the two in
the centre, when open, would produce the notes F and E; because of the
separation of these notes by a semitone, they must for acoustical reasons
be quite close together. A practical reconstruction has proved to my
satisfaction that such a procedure, with finger-holes not directly under
the tone-holes, has no deleterious effect whatsoever on the tone-quality of
any of the notes contained within the fontanelle.
1.7
An instrument extended downwards only as far as A would be
singularly useless for playing the lowest part in Renaissance music; the
note B virtually never appears as a low tonic note, while the note A would
be useful only in certain modes. It seems extremely unlikely that a maker
would go to the effort of constructing a relatively complex instrument
incapable of playing what would be potentially its most useful note, the
low G.
1.8 My reconstructions of instruments at this pitch, with conical bores
narrower than the typical shawm, indicate that fingerhole placement similar
to that on Praetorius' Bassett:Nicolo does not produce satisfactory
intonation, whereas on a narrow cylindrical bore it does so. Here Bruno
Gire is at variance with his contention in the following paragraph. Firstly
he asserts that the foreign origin of the instrument, based on the premise
that the name appears in Roman script, (as do such designations of size
such as "Alt"), makes equivalence of pitches unlikely.
1.9
In this paragraph it is asserted that the Bassett:Nicolo played in
the company of crumhorns. Surely therefore there must have been some parity
in pitch for satisfactory performance. An instrument at
the
pitch
postulated by Bruno Gire could only be used as the bass to a consort of
crumhorns the other members of which are a soprano in D, and two altos in
G. This is a conceivable combination remembering that extended-tenor
crumhorns with a similar range to that postulated by Bruno Gire for the
"Bassett:Nicolo" were constructed and do survive, (albeit with the addition
of the very useful low G ) . In view of the Renaissance fondness for low
instruments it is much more likely, however, that an instrument described
as "lang strack basset zu den Krumbhbrner" was at extended-bass crumhorn
pitch, rather than at extended-tenor pitch, minus its lowest note.
1.10 The designation of the instrument as a "Rauchpfeife" in Bruno
Gire's comm. again confirms my assertion that mis-spellings have occurred
in musical writings throughout the centuries and are of no significance;
it gives a new musical aspect, however, to the injunction "put it in your
pipe and smoke it"! The missing turned ring in Praetorius' drawing at the
top of the bass sordune in plate XII has no practical effect on the playing
capacity of the instrument, it is merely a decorative feature in the other
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three sizes illustrated. It could be an earlier prototype without the
ornate design, or else the result of an alteration to the instrument.

more

The verbal descriptions and the tables of ranges cited by Bruno Gire refer
to totally distinct instruments from that depicted, whether the latter be a
capped shawm or a straight crumhorn.
I would have greater faith in Bruno Gire's contention if he were to back it
up with an account of a practical reconstruction of the "Bassett:Nicolo"
based
on
his
postulates. As
I
stated in my original comm., my
reconstruction "produces a greater resonance than any
extended-bass
crumhorn I have heard". I look forward, therefore, to an account of Bruno
Gire's experimentation based on his thesis, and to hearing it played in the
company of a soprano crumhorn in D and two altos in G.
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Bruce Haynes

Response to Eph Segerman's Comm 1063

In Comm 1063, "English pitch standards, mostly c.1600," Eph Segerman says that Praetorius's reference
pitch standard "of about x/i semitone below modem [is] currently unchallenged."
On the contrary, as Eph well knows, my Comm 891 went to great length (16 pages) to point out the dubious nature of his assumption in Comm 683 that Praetorius's rechte Ton could have been that low. I
have to admit that my point can not be proven, but I believe I did cast serious doubt on the basis of Eph's
reasoning. Before he can again convincingly cite Praetorius as an authority for his historical pitch hypotheses, Eph must provide reasoned, specific answers to these arguments.
In my Comm, I also called into question Eph's use of Silbermann's evidence, and pointed out that:
- every study of historic pitch involves a measure of judgement along with hard facts (the difference between which readers have a right to know),
- Mendel's 1978 study, while a landmark, is incomplete in several important areas,
- anyone who claims to accommodate all the conflicting historical data on pitch (as Eph does again in this
Comm) has got to be excluding something.
The issue here is not my disagreements with Eph about pitch matters. I visited him a couple of years ago
and told him I hoped he'd reply to these points, as I have learned a lot from his previous work. I have
since then begun writing a doctoral thesis on the history of European pitch in the 17th and 18th centuries,
so I need all the help I can get. But I am concerned that in Eph's latest Comm, none of the arguments
summarized above are even alluded to, much less answered.
It is a source of wonderment to me that someone who repeatedly reminds us of the importance of scholarly methods should consciously ignore serious and basic criticisms of his conclusions, and then use them
again. I had assumed that the FoMRHlQ was intended as a forum for the exchange and argument of
ideas. Since Eph is, I believe, its editor, is it any wonder that Comm 1063 has led me to reconsider the
fundamental credibility and seriousness of the Fellowship?

_#
M l i Raudonlkas. Essays of Pythagorean system.
4. Four-dimensional syntax. 5. Auscultation researches.
04.1. Axis b. loggB Is quite sufficient metric basis of three-dimensional continuum itself. However simultaneous consideration of few
continuums under different B will be Impossible out of metrics in
which every given B may be distinguished from all other. Let's take
positive number a /22/ such that log_B _ b. This action put in order
relatively to axis b three-dimensional continuums by different B.
Set of three-dimensional continuums, ordered relatively to axis b,
forms the four-dimensional continuum.
04.2. Thetic projection. By means of two-dimensional thetic projection we exclude axis U out of three-dimensional continuum. Calculability of K/C and integrity of U guarantee the completeness of our induction on more general cases. By analogous way axis U may be excluded out of four-dimensional continuum. Its three-dimensional thetic
projection is formed between axes (L,ra,b).
Let's take thetic projection of three-dimensional continuum by b
(* log B) and some point b = 0 which does not lie on the same plane.
Any point of this projection has a straight line, joined with b = 0.
Let some plane is b' distant from b * 0 apart and is parallel to original thetic projection. On basis of theorem about intersections of
the pencil of straight lines with parallel planes we can assert that
last plane forms a similarity with original thetic projection and that
all metric conditions of new plane are completely defined by b'. In
other words, the new plane is thetic projection of three-dimensional
continuum by b* (= log B'). This arrangement of two-dimensional thea

tic projections by b,b', is represented on fig.11 and is called a horaothety. Any reservations about value of b' are redundant i.e., above
discussed conditions are true for any plane, if it is parallel to original thetic projection. Spatial state of last one is determined by
axes (L,m), while homothety of two-dimensional thetic projections is
an ordering relatively to axis b. Further it will accept that b'^-0.
Thick lines on fig.11 show two-dimensional thetic projections by
b,b'. Axis m corresponds to vertical and values of m increase to its
top end. Axis L recedes into "deepth" of fig.11 and outward side of
pyramid corresponds to descant boundary (L = 1). Point b = 0 is called prime of four-dimensional continuum. Now reader can identify the
unique thetic line on both two-dimensional thetic projections. This
line shows that three-dimensional thetic projection on fig.11 is mode
1/0 (see fig.4). Thus thetic plane of three-dimensional case corresponds to thetic line of two-dimensional thetic projection and to thetic point of one-dimensional scale.
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Any point of two-dimensional thetic projection Is defined by L
(i.e., by distance from L = 0 on axis L) and by m (i.e., by distance
from m = 0 on axis ra). Any projecting line of hotiothety (i.e., any
straight line, containing b = 0) connects points with identical L
(and m ) . Last ones have on this projecting line values bL (and bm)
which depend on b i.e., on distances down to their proper (two-dimensional) thetic projections.
From this it follows that if plane contains b • 0 and is parallel
to axis L, then all its points have identical m (L has here any values from 0 to 1). If straight line on such plane has distance b and is
parallel to axis L, then it forms strasec of two-dimensional evolution by b with corresponding metric conditions. Under the same index
all these strasecs have identical relative syntax and similare dynamis figures. Such set of strasecs is called the homodynamlc plane. In
order to pive the homodynaroic plane, it is necessary to indicate its
m. On fig.11 by means of shading is shown the homodynamlc plane
by m = 1/2.
04.3. Modulare projection. If plane contains b = 0 and is parallel
to axis ra, then all its points have identical L (ra has here any values from 0 to 1). If particular importance are planes, where L _ 0,
T. = 1 i.e., bass and descant boundaries of three-dimensional thetic
projection. These planes are called the modulare projections of fourdimensional continuum. Fore-plane of pyramid on fig.11 is a descant
boundary of thetic projection i.e., a modulare projection with L = 1.
Intersection of homodynamic plane with modulare projection forms
the modulare line which connects all points with identical m. If
straight line on modulare projection has distance b and is parallel
to axis m, then it is M-ambitus of three-dimensional continuum by b.
We see that any point on modulare projection is completely characterized by value bm (i.e., by intersection of certain modulare line
with certain M-amfcitus). It may be added that any point of modulare
projection is O-dimensional projection of two-dimensional evolution.
Thus, under implication of all relevant volumes of evolution we can
assert that no modal scale exist, of which O-dimensional projection
does not present on modulare projection.
04.4. Metric net. For simplification the modulare projection is
considered here in homolographic situation. Let's consider on such
projection parallel transfers of modulare line ra = 0 (line 1„, fig.12)
and modulare line m = 1 (line 1.)» All transfers have identical distance "t" which is called step. Intersections of all there lines are
points e,e.,E. Since these points are apexes of rhomb, so point E has
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twice as match distance from b = 0 than e,e.. It is also clear that
point E lies on modulare line m = 1/2. By distance down to b - 0 we
can infer that if points e.e. Identify T-ambitus with extent t, then
point E identifies T-arabitus with extent 2t. From 03.3 we know that
scales by m = 0, m = 1 can have only one inhomonymous degree (i.e.,
repeated theses of bound of mode), scales by ra = 1/2 - only two ones.
Thus/parallel transfers of modulare lines ra = 0;1 with step t identify on modulare projection t-iterated enuables.
Let's add still one parallel transfer of the same modulare lines
(lines 2-,2., fig.12). For new points f.f-.F the same issues are true,
if t will be replaced by 2t. ioints F.,F- lie on modulare lines m =
1/3, m = 2/3. Because of identity of t these points identify T-ambitus
with extent 3t and from 03.3 follows that corresponding scales may be
only 3-iterated enuables.
Continuing these actions, we discover that s-th parallel transfer
of modulare lines m = 0;1 with step t identify on modulare projection
2s + 1 new points. Furthermore:
1. s-th transfer identifies modulare lines, of which ra have denominators s, s + 1, s+2,..., S + ( S - 1 ) , s+8 (under exception of all cancellable values).
2. On modulare line ra = x/y (x/y - incancellable fraction)
t-iterated equables are identified on all s = yt.
3. These equables divide T-ambitus into parts with extent St, where
S is ordinal number of equable on this modulare line (prime has zero
ordinal number).
Below is cited scheme of points which are identified by first
six parallel transfers of modulare lines m = 0;1.
l/6t
l/5t
7/t
l/4t
6/t
4/2t
l/3t
5/t
7/t
3/3t
l/2t
4/t
3/2t
8/t
5/2t
1/t
3/t
5/t
7/t
9/t
11/t
prime
2/t
2/2t
2/3t
2/4t
2/5t
2/6t
1/t
3/t
5/t
7/t
9/t
11/t
l/2t
4/t
3/2t
8/t
5/2t
l/3t
5/t
7/t
3/3t
l/4t
6/t
4/2t
1/5t
7/t
l/6t
Every point is designated by fraction, of which numerator indicates
number of inhomonymous degrees of equable, denominator expresses the
extent of elementare part of equable. If reader has learned the simplest regularities of four-dimensional continuum, he can continue
this scheme.
Under sufficiently many repetitions of the parallel transfers of
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modulare lines m «= 0;1 on modulare projection with arbitrary extent
will be Identified all t-iterated equables. Set of corresponding point:
Is called t-iterated metric net of the four-dimensional continuum. Density of net depends on value of t. Choice of this value is defined by
purpose of investigation. In particulars, on continuum may be superimposed simultaneously few nets of different t. Our traditional equal
tempered scale may serve as exarale of 100 cents-iterated (1/12-iterated) net, if besides of B = 2 will be considered all other possible
T-ambitus.
04.5. Structure of modulare projection. Let t = 1/n so that on modulare lines m = 0;1 the t-iterated net has points which are 1/n, 2/n,
..., (n-l)/n, n/n distant from prime apart. From statement 1-04.4 follows that on M-ambitus by b • n/n will be identifies all m = 1/n, 2/n
3/n,... If t' = 1/r so that rt' = nt, then on the same M-arabitus will
be identified all m = 1/r, 2/r,... It is clear that equality rt' = nt
is true for any t', for which nt is the least common multiple. Let's
call points nt integer and write down:
1. In limits from prime to integer points the numerical structure
of modulare lines m = 0;1 contains complete numerical structure of
M-ambitus by integer points.
As n/n = 1, so four-dimensional continuum from b = 0 to b = nt is
called the unitary continuum and M-ambitus by b = nt - unitary M-ambltus. Structure cf modulare projection is determined by Minvolutivlty
of the group of motions of the Euclidian plane i.e., any motion on It
may be represented as product of no more than two involutive motions.
For inrtance, we represent rotating symmetry of modulare lines by means of parallel transfers of modulare lines m = 0;1. However by means
of the Seme transfers we obtained still two rotating symmetries.Fig.13
shows modulare projection of unitary continuum on which are superimposed all its metric nets by t' = 1/2,1/3,...,1/17. All points are shown
which are identified by these nets. It is easy to see that fig.13 will
not alter meaning, If any of integer points will be accepted as prime.
In other words, points, identified by metric nets, form pattern which
transforms into itself under rotation of plane down to joining of prime and integer points. In particulars, from integer point always goes
equlmodulare line r/s, into which turns modulare lins m • r/s under
such transformation. Expressing this circumstance more detailed, we
can write down:
2. If modulare line of unitary continuum is identified by succession of the points of its metric nets, then points of the same nets
in the same succession identify corresponding equimodulare line.
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On modulare projection two different point do not exist which identify identical strasecs. However above statement asserts an identity:
if points of different metric nets of unitary continuum will be substituted by theircharacteristic values of t', then it is proved that
modulare line has the same distribution of t*, as corresponding equimodulare lines. Expression "numerical structure" implies this distribution. Rotations about integer points are not equipollent to rotation
about prime, since the last one determines homodynamlc planes. Under
any volume of evolution equimodulare line determines a quasiequables
of different claBBes. /23/
Numerical structure of modulare line m = r/s is known from statement 2-04.4 i.e., is the s-times tension of modulare lines m • 0;1.
Statement 2-04.5 asserts identity of the numerical structures on modulare and eouimodulare lines. Combining these facts with statement
1-04.5, we see that:
3. Equimodulare line r/s (r/s is incancellable fraction) is the
s-times tension of the unitary M-ambitus. /24/
Under rotation on 71 about m = 1/2 all points m of M-ambitus joins
with points 1 - m. Thus point m = 1/2 (half-point) has the same property as integer point i.e., is so called 2-rated centre of rotations.
In unitary continuum such property have points r/s = 1/2 on modulare
lines m = 0;1. / _ 5 /
Cur description of automorphisms of modulare projection may be supplemented by rotations about half-points. Straight lines, containing
half-points, under any U determine quasieauables of different classes
i.e., have not substantial distinctions with eouimodulare line (under
exception of modulare lines m = 0;1/2;1; special case form also collineations of opposite half-points; it is easy to see that both exceptions are joints with forming symmetries). Equimodulare line r/s = 1/2
forms joint of rotation about integer point with rotation about halfpoint. From this follows thruth of statement 3-04.5 for the last Vind
of rotations. Numerical structure of last kind of equimodulare lines
is reckoned from half-point.
General plane of modulare projection prove to be closely occupied
by triangles, repeating modulare projection of unitary continuum (if,
f.ex., on continuum are superimposed only nets by t' = 1/2, ..., 1/17,
then general plane of modulare projection will be occupied by iterations of pattern, represented by fig. 13). In particulars, every such
triangle repeats integer points and half-points. Through these points
go straight lines which are parallel transfers of equimodulare lines,
from that follow identities of numerical structures. Thus, the numerical structure of general plane of modulare projection may be represented as repetitions of the numerical structure of unitary M-ambitus.
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However, besides of this numerical structure,modulare lines m, • •{ 1
contain all other numbers i.e., such, for which nt is not the least
common multiple. It is obvious that some of these numbers have other
least common multiple, some other - still one etc. (four-dimensional
continuum is white one). In other words, different determinations of
the numerical structure of modulare projection are possible and no
formal reasons exist in order to prefer certain unitary M-ambitus.The
ear carries out this preference.Using physics-theoretical term, we car
say that ear acts like calibrating transformation of four-dimensional
continuum. In order to carry out this action, ear need not any special
properties apart from limitation of its resolving power. /?€/
Pythagorean scale has three original parameters: number of degrees,
value of raodul, value of ambitus. Ascribing to they meaning of the independent variables,we obtained three conditions of the space of pitch
perception: two-dimensional (discrete) mode, three-, and four-dimensic
nal continuums. As there are not other independent parameters, so four-dimensional continuum is the most general case. Its discussion may
be accomplished by enumeration of primitive (i.e., as an irreducible
given) modulations: alterations of coherence, inversions, transfers,
alteration of modul, alteration of ambitus. The first three kinds are
described by alterations of the argument of fundamental equation. Fourth and fifth kinds draw the rest of its independent parameters. All
other modulations superpose above enumerated.
05.1. Methods. Fig.14 explains method of auscultation researches
on thetic projection of three-dimensional continuum. From the left
here is shown the same t;ietic projection that on fig.7. Axis ra preserves logarithmic structure, but on axis L theses are transformed
by antilogarithras /?!/.
Because of this transformation thetic lines
acquire prrabolic configuration and symmetries of their pattern become invisible. Instead of them we get the possibility to demostrate
audible symmetries.
Frets go along the thetic lines and string, being stoDped in position 1, gives a scale with certain modality. Its isoantithety string
gives in position 9. In positions 1,2,...,9, string shows the distribution of intermediate modalities i.e., scans the continuum. It is po?
sible to rearrange the string on larger or lesser distance than on
fip.14. The value of this rearrangement is called the step of scannlnf
/?8/ and in the same experiment remains constant. Succesfully selected step of scanning acts like adjustment of the sharpness in an opr
tic device.
Some thetic lines on fig.14 go to string under sharp angles and reader can predict that our investigations will have douhtfull lntonatl-
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on. It forces the modification of method. Under the string soundprodur
tion the most correct intonation succeed* if fret is perpendicular to
string. Such opportune possibility gives monochord with adjustable
frets. The number and positions of last ones may be calculated according to values B,m,F/C, on basis of the length of string. Case shown
on fig.14 will correspond to 9 different modes of the arrangement
of frets.
For these reasons was made monochord with nylon string (1000 ram
lenpth, diam. 0,85 mm). Fig.15 shows its eouipment. Under control
tests this monochord shown 7 cents as standard deviation. In other
words, correctness of intonation in our experiments did not yields
to standards of the professional performance /29/.
Rearrangement of frets takes a time that excludes possibility of
the immediate comparison of different scales. In order to overcome
this impediment, taperecorder was used. Into bridge of monochord pickup was mounted, connected with recorder's input. Every scale was recorded in form of few repetitions of the ascended and descended successions. Direction of scanning (i.e., change of scales in order of
decrease or increase of its ra) may influence on result of observations. In order to exclude this influence, we listened records in usual
as well as in reverse direction of playback.
Participants of experiments did not know any parametric data and
based their estimations only on perception. The "disjunctions" and
"optimums" were fixed. The long series of auscultations allow to obtain results, discussed below. In experiments took part doctors of
rausicology Anna Forfiryeva, Larisa Beresovchuk, Viatcheslav Kartsovnik, Elena Hodorkovskaya (3t. Inst, of Thea., Mus., & Cinera., Leningrad) and E]la Sevskikh (Cembalo-player, Leningrad). /30/
Because of the recurrency of two M-ambitus by B = 2 may be accepted as unitary one. Liatcnic case is most known for participants (and
for reader). Under this renron U = 6 was chosen as volume of evolution. This evolution has 7 modes, each of them was listened 10 times
that given 70 auscultations as parapls si*e.
Step of scanning was
2,4 cents. In order to avoid too tedious report, I cite only results
of the scanning of M-ambitus by 2/5<m<l/2 (i.e., area, which contain the syntax of fourths).
Fig.16 represents these results. Horizontal corresponds to axis ra
(decimals show scanned values). Vertical indicates relative frequencies of recogni^ation. Thick curve shows recopnization of disjunctions (see below), ^hin curve corresponds to recognization of "optimums'
(i.e., most "beautiful" scales of given modality /31/). On top are given some values of ra which have interest in discussion.
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05.2. Areas of similarity. Curve of optimums between 0,410 - 0,424
(fig.16) corresponds to first modality, recognized in each of 7 modes.
Triangulare peak testifies to proximity of percepted modalities. Each
strasec in some auscultations was estimated like optimum, but some of
them recieved such estimation more seldom than other. Most often this
estimation recieved strasec by m = 0,416. In this experiment it was
nearest to syntax of true fourths (location of last one is shown by
dotted vertical). Modalities here are not wholly identical, but preserve their general property (for instance, mode 1/5 remains "Phrygian*^ _
an" one
'0,410$ m $ 0,424). Interval of M-ambitus, where scanning does not discover a trustworthy mutations of modality, is called area
of similarity. Such nti area possesses o£\ all perceptible properties
of its strasecs. Cf particular importance is- the lnversional Identity
of area (for instance, "Ihrygian" area 1/5 turns into "Ionian" area
5/1). Let*B notice also that discussed area coincides with cadentiol
stratum (2/5<m<3/7) and that in accordance with prediction in 03.6
strasec by m = 5/12 forms optimum of stratum.
Area of similarity ends itself by sharp peak (m = 3/7) of the curve
of disjunctions. Unfortunately a conditions of edition do not allow to
illustrate text by tonerecording. None of descriptions can substitute
its demonstration. Under scanning with small step a disjunction looks
as sudden "spoiling" of foregoing modality which ouickly turns into
new one. At the same time the used methods are enough simple, in order
tc be repeated by reader independently.
Accordinp to theoretical prediction (03.7) on the other side of
equable by m = 3/7 is improper antithety of preceding area. All minor
modalities of the last one here become major and vice versa. The new
modalities are reminiscent of an usual diatonic, but contrasts between modes look like more refined (or less habitual). Improvisations on
these scales excite assotiations with traditional Indian music. There
are reasons to consider that this area also coincides with cadencial
stratum (3/7 C m<" 4/9), but this case has peculiarities, discussed
below.
To the ripht from m = 4/9 starts following area. Thin curve shows
here certain proximity of modalities, while thick curve does not testify to trustworthy disjunctions. Nevertheless character of curves indicates the gradually attenuated recognition. Some modalities here are
reminiscent of the intonations of blues (f.ex., modes 1/5, 2/4: 0,45<
m<0,46). Let's notice also that this area overlaps a few cadential
stratume. Ieculiarities of recognition in this area are based on interdependence of qualificational limit and index of mode. Because of
It different three-dimensional modes allow nonidentical numbers of
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qualificational speciflcums so that, for example, modes 0/6,6/0 have
a greatest their number, mode 3/3 - a least one (this question is considered In work, pointed in ref.21).
05.3. Effect of crossing. The crossing does not alter the thetic
conditions of original equable, but in further evolution the number of
theses in strasecs on both sides of crossing continues to increase.
The nearer is strasec to crossing, the smaller become differences between some of such theses and always so small difference may appear
that it will be impossible to distinguish taking of new degree from
taking of the same degree. However it means that evolutional earlier
modality remains unaltered. In other words, in the nearest environments of crossing conditions of alteration of the modalities prove to
be substantially other. This phenomenon is called the effect of crossing. (Under this reason the corresponding data were excluded from
fig.16.)
For the more careful investigation the continuum by B = 3/2, U = 3
was scanned. By scrnning of mode 0/3 (see fig.6; in a direction from
ra = 1/2 to m = 2/5 at first is recognized an arpeggiated minor triad
with repeated middle and upper degrees. On ra = 0,452 (i 0,006) modality become; normal. For Instance, on ra = 3/7 it corresponds to C - D Es - Fis - G (if C is bass boundary). By scanning of mode 0/3 in a direction from m = 1/2 to m = 3/5 at first is recognized an arpeggiated
major triad with repeated low and middle degree. Cn m * 0,553 (+, 0,007
modality becomes normal and by m = 4/7 looks as C - Cis - E - F - G.
This expressive demonstration allows to estimate the value of thetic difference which has importance in effect of crossing. In considered case the ear did not distinguish ta/cing of an interval from repeated taking of the same degree, if value of interval was less than
50 cents. This result indicates order of values and does not pretend
to more normative meaning. Here is valid above mentioned interdependence of qualificational limit and index of mode. It is clear also
that threshold of the distinction of frequencies (6 cents) has other
entity. It may be added that scales on boundary of the effect of crossing
resemble the Cld Greek enharmonic scales.
05.4. Discussion. Thus, results of auscultation researches prove to
be in good accordance with earlier considered theoretical predictions.
Under scanning of continuum goes breach of all thetic standards of
traditional theory. Nevertheless the consequences do not "insult" the
ear. Modalities quantize themselves i.e., are preserved under cosiderable alteration of thetic parameters and then quickly turn themselves
into new stationary condition. The simple and well reproducible expe-
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riments show that ear recognizes the absolute syntax not by those prin
clples which are accepted in traditional theory for the solely true.
Correspondences between values of m in upper part of fig.16 and
peaks (and deeps) of empirical curves corroborate an existing of connection between class of quasiequable and its recognlzability. General
results of the scanning of continuum by B = 2, U = 6 allow to estimate
the minimal definability as ? d = 12. This value also has only preliminary meaning. Finally, results of scanning may excite interest of ethnomiisicoloplsts. There are a number of well-known exotic modalities
(especially in area by l/7-<m<1/'3), therefore - possibility of the
representation of their formal syntax. The modal manifold of continuum
shows that Alexander Ellis was too pessimistic in his attitude towards
the "unique natural scale" /32/.
References.
/22/' For this purpose may be used cents-tonometry. However equal
tempered half-tone is too accidental value in order to serve as basic
element of tonometry. Being the fundamental metric property of the
soace of pitch-perception, recurrency of two induces us to prefer
millioctaves and other kinds of the unities of coherency.
/23/ It follows from that fact that equimodulare line intersects
modulare lines. Because equimodulare line does not coincide with directions of forming parallel transfers, it coincides with all m from
0 to 1 i.e., describe the general form of tvo-dimensional thetic projection, where T-ambitus is variable value. Limits of this variability
depends on location of equimodulare line. In such consideration unitary M-ambitus may be defined as an equimodulare line under boundary
condition.
/24/ From this it is clear that homolography is not indispensable
condition of representation of the modulare projection (see 04.4).
/25/ Demonstration cf this theorem reader may find in populare
work: D.Hilhert, S.Cohn-Vossen. Anschauliche Geometric Berlin, 1932.
Yan.

II.

/2fi/ Nature of this power resembles a highspecific selectivity rather than a tolerance. In this connection may be mentioned ability of
ear to recognize the melody in spite of false intonation in comparison
with its ='stonishinp sensibility to modulatory errors. The last ones
prove +o he rerognizeable even under impeachable intonation, even In
unknown melodies an'1 even in non-traditional syntaxes (f.ex., in may
be mentioned the prohibition of parallel octaves in dodecaphony).
/27/ The most significant consequence of this transformation is
anpearance of bridge. Bridge of thetic projection on fig.7 is located in infinity.
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/28/ If string 1 joins itself with strasec by m and strinp 2 with strasec by m', then (m' - m) Is the step of scanning.
/29/ Parbour and Hornbostel discuss the correctness of Intonation
in sinping (J.M.Barbour, (p. cit. Ch. VIII; E.M.v.Hornbostel. Musikalische Tonsystem // Handbuch der Ihysik. Berlin, 1 Q 27. Pd. 7111. S.
4?Q-_30.). Correctness of instrumental intonation is discussed, for
instance, in work: J ,'s.Col tmann. Resonance anr' sound frenuenciea of
the flute // Journ. of the Acou.-t. Toe. of .\mer. Vol. 40. Ho. 1.
(1966) F. 9Q-107. Independently on its value this level of lntonntional correctness may be considered as quite sufficient one for usual
recognination of musical modalities.
/30/ Cne scanning of all modes of the continuum by B = 2, U = 6,
0,054 < m <0,476, step 0,002 (2,4 cents) ta!;en in our experiments
more than 3 hourr. For control was scanned the same continuum with
step 0.005 (6 rents) and vith step 0,001 (1,2 cents). The results
were trivial. Fluctuations of the tape speed remained in limits
* 0,15 # at 7 1/2 ips.
/31/ Under enouph many repeated scannings every curve will pivp
complete information about recognization. Simultaneous replstration
of "disjunctions" and "optimums" intensify this process. Apart from
this it forces the participants to more careful control of their
estimations.
/32/ As it cites Hornbostel (Cp. cit. i. 4?^.): "Es gibt nicht nur
eine, nicht nur eine "naturliche" leiter..."
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Felix Raudonikas. Essays of Pythagorean system.
6.Spectrum'of coherencies. 7. Classification of modalities.
06.1. Audible automorphisms. Existence of the areas of similarity
shows that diversity of musical modalities does not depend on prorerties of separately percepted intervals. However let's accept that a
reverse is true i.e., that ear recognizes intervals as consonances and
dissonances and general properties of modes are controlled by these
properties of intervals. In such case it may be expected that repetitions of consonance must give consonances. Analogous statement follows for dissonances. Using a mathematical terms, we can say that iterations of interval must be automorphisms of its audible property.
Cctave is the perfect consonance and its iterations are consonances
i.e., octave forms automorphism. Fifth also is the perfect consonance,
but its iterations give dissonances. Cther consonances also do not
form automorphisms /51/. Dissonances behave themselves by analogous
way. Thu^ automorphism of octave is the unique exception. However (because of the second Pythagorean law) even this exception does not testify to meaning of consonances.
Nevertheless from formal properties of equables (i.e., iterations
of interval) follow their audible automorphisms. Under U ^ (Y - 1) hemodynamic plane by m = T/V is the space of perception of the enuables
with V inhomonymous degrees. In any limited part of this space the ear
(because of resolving power) can distinguish certain limited number of
modalities. The same is true for the space of perception of equables
with V jnhomcnymous degrees (V / V'). However both spaces are respectively V-times an^ V'-times tensions of the same numerical structure.
From this it follows that under proper eytent in the second homodynamlc plane will be distinguished the same number of molalities. It means that the audible identity of equable exists which depends only on
coherency and is preserved under alteration of the number of degrees.
This automorphism of equable may be called the "modality of modalities
Old Gree'.f term "genus" is still more suitable.
06.2. Empirical results. By such way ear should act on theoretical
basis. How does it behave in reality? This question was clarified by
means of the scanning of few homodynaraic planes. It was prepared five
tonerecordings, corresponding to equables with 2,3,4,5,6 inhomonymous
degrees. Step of scanning was 20 cents. T-ambitus altered in limits
from 60 to 1900 cents. In control experiment the empty T-ambitus (i.e.
a separate interval) altered in the same limits and under the same
step of scanning.
Fig.17.1 - 17.6 represent results of 30-times auscultations of each
of 6 recordings. Verticals show the relative frequencies of the recog-
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nization of "Optimums" (datas about disjunctions are trivial and are
omitted here). Horizontals correspond to axis b and have scale in cent
Fig.17.1 shows results of the perception of empty T-ambitus. In limits from 60 to 1740 cents it was recognized 17 trivial intervals. If
curve 17.1 manifests a demans of ear, then it should be confirmed that
our standard scale satisfies these demands. If one could quarantee
taht these demands are not Influenced by school of solfeggio, then
our results would be still more valuable.
The scanning of homodynamic plane by m = 1/2 (fig.17.2) discovers
an other picture. Curve 17.1 has two clear peaks on 100 and 200 cents.
Corresponding part of curve 17.2 (120-240 cents) is common area with
the chromatic modalities. Apart from this on curve 17.2. from 600 cents
appears an area of weavened distinction where peaks gradually become
reduced and merped. In corresponding part of curve 17.1 we see the
confidently recognized intervals from aug.IV to pure XI. Curve 17.3
shows the same peculiarities. There are chromatic area (220-400 cents)
and area of weakened distinction, developing after 1000 cents. In comparison with 17.2 curve 17.3 is stretched and has right shift. Curves
17.4-17.6 continue this tendency. However tension of curve Is mapping
of tension of the pr>~-ce of perception.
If increasinp of the number of degrees indeed stretches the curve
then the cancellation by number of degree (i.e., division of every
T-amnitus by proper number of curve) should have an effect of inverse
operation. Such cancellation should unify distribution of all peak aad
deeps so that superposition of cancellated curves will not alter the
total configuration.
Fig.18 shows result of such superposition of curves 17.2-17.6.Let's
notice clean coincidences of chromatic areas and peaks l),w,p,d. Area
of weavened distinction presents in original curves in different extent (in curve 17.2 it is most extensive, while curve 17-6 ends itself
by peak d ) , therefore attenuation of peaks in corresponding part of
fig.18 is overstated, although its differentiation is clearer than on
original curves. Thus, experimental results give the good corroboration
of the theoretical deductions.
06.3. Spectrum of coherencies. The invariance relatively to frequency shift inheres to the genus as well as to the modality of (two-dimensional)rac'e.However the ""ast one depends on fixed number of degrees. From this it fellows that invariance of audible automorphisms
-»f the homodynamic vlane is more fundamental fact of the musical perception. Let's consider its further details.
JeaVs _,w,p,d, are most differenced on fig.18. Posterior optimums
progressively lose clearness. More careful scannings of homodynamic
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planes by m - 1/2,1/3 (step 15 cents, under 60-tiraes auscultation)
in-some extent clarified picture in area of weakened distinction. However the necessity of an "extraordinary" means as well as their limited effectivity emphasise the meaning of more recognisable generis.
Quite recognisable is also an abscence of trustworthy peculiarities
in the chromatic area /34/.
Let's return to metric results. Arithmetic means of peaks D,w,p,d,
may have the following approximations (in cents):
mean
SD
approximation
peak D
169,8 5,1
171,4 = 1200/7
peak w
200,5 4,7
200
= 1200/6
peak p
240,4 5,0
240
= 1200/5
peak d
296,9 5,7
300
= 1200/4
Thus 1200 cents is least common multiple of these value and substitution of cents by fractions of 1 (= log-2) gives more adequate symbols
of coherency i.e., 1/7,1/6,1/5,1/4. Below "c" will be the general sign
for values of coherency in such treatment.
Replacement of the one of these values by other in full redetermines result of the recopnization of equable. In other words, in musical
perception these values have critical meaning and may be called the
thresholds of coherency, c = 1/200 (= 6 cents) is the most deep coherency and corresponds to earlier mentioned threshold of distinction
of frequencies. Coherencies 1/24 - 1/20 indicate bounds of the effect
of crossing. Further increase of c characterises the chromatic area
which ends by c = 1/8. Values 1/7, 1/6, 1/5, 1/4, correspond to the
most distinguisheable generis which are called (because of the stable
allusions) diatonic (D), whole-tonic (w), pentatcnic (p), diminished
(d) ones. Further weakening of coherency gives a new thresholds of
which reliability is the lesser, the greater is c. Thus, fig.13 shows
the continuous set of distinctions which are qualified by ear and ordered by variation of metric symptom. In ot'ier words, fig. 18 represents the spectrum of coherencies. It must be menti ^ned that "c" are
not intervals in usual sense, because are obtained like greatest com•non divisors o<~ T-ambitus of multi-stage equables. /35/
06.4. 3pecu1ation. The unity is the least common multiple of the
most distinguisheable optimums i.e., 1/7,1/6,1/5,1/4. In the same part
of spectrum c = 2/13,2/11,2/9 are recognized like disjunctions and have 2 as least common multiple. Thus^doubling of the least common multiple prove to be standard of distinctions betveen optimums and disjunctions cf the spectrum.
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c = 1/8 is recognized like the bound of chromatic area, c - 1/4
characterizes one of the most recognisable generis and simultaneously is the doubled 1/8. Thus,doub)ing of distinguished coherency prove
tc be the principle of formation of derivated generis. /36/ The last
ones predetermine the new disjunctions, therefore - the further doublings of the least common multiple.
Usinp only these two operations i.e., doubling of the distinguished
coherency and doubling of the standard of distinction, we can carry
out an expansion of log_2 /37/ in the spectrum which contains neither
"superfluous" coherencies nor "omitted" ciphers. Such spectrum can be
unlimitely developed towards increase of c. Tab.2 represents results
of this expansion /38/. By analogy with case of general definability
(see 03.6) values of c, corresponding to more complex fractions, are
defined by similarity with an approximating value of tab.2 since are
not distinguished as something definable one.
07.1. irinciples of taxonomy. Cur consideration of four-dimensional
continuum allows to spread concept of the area of similarity on general case under which T-ambitus is alterated in limits, conditioned by
properties of given equimodulare line. The possibility to ascertain
the generic identity of areas on the different equimodulare lines is
equally useful Issue. Combining the experimental results with statement 3-04.5, we can formulate the fundamental principle:
1. Under relevant evolution /39/ on equimodulare line are distinguisheable areas of similarity of the same generis and in the same
succession as on M-amtitus by B = 2.
Any extensive part of modulare projection contains arbitrary many
different mints. Therefore the complete description of absolute syntax is i-nnossible, if it suoi ores the finite representation of scales.
At the same tiTie we recognize on M-ambitus by B = 2 finite set of
areas of similarity and from above principle follows that four-dimensional continuum does not contain such an entities which would not be
ppnorir identities of these areas /40/. Thus infinite set of stales
may be represented in taxonomic form.
Genus was determined above as symmetries relatively to arbitrary
equable with certain coherency. Species may be defined by belonging
of =rea of similarity tc the identical situation on equimodulare line.
Every such area itself may be accepted as typ. Condition of coincidency "ith cadential stratum may be introducer1 li' e additional limitation, let's accept thes schema as preliminary outline.
c <• 1/8 determine chromatic area of spectrum while c > 1/4 form its
area of wen'cened distinction. Therefore description of the absolute
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syntax prove to.be enough complete one, if we shall found It on the
metric nets by c (= t') = 1/7,1/6,1/5,1/4 i.e., on the first or "melodic" period of tab.2. It may be seen that such taxonoraetry Includes
the second or "harmonic & polyphonic" period (although, strictly speaking, this inclusion requires the doubled unitary M-ambitus). Fig.19
represents the metric nets of melodic period, superimposed on modulare
projection of unitary continuum.
Auscultation of these nets needs the monochord. However from similarities follows the possibility to bring to use the piano. For this
purpose on fig.19 the 1/12-iterated net is superimposed (by continuous lines). It is obvious that if area of similarity contains the
point of this net, then its modalities may be tested by means of piano-plaing. Representation of scale by the point of modulare projection is explained in a supplementary part.
Modulare projection fixes an universum of symmetries of the spectrum of coherencies, therefore stages, which any musical form takes by
its actual implementation, may be represented in form of motions on
this projection /41/. Thus^complete description of the absolute syntax would mean the elaboration of an universal harmonic theory.
07.2. Enumerable modalities. The taxonomy which is conceived on
fig.19 divides set of scales into four generis. According to principle 1-07.1 inscription of absolute syntax in such represpntation requires +he data about distribution of modalities on M-ambitus by
P = 2 under U = 3,4,5,6. From 05-th chapter is Vnown only part of
this information. This circumstance narrows further discussion down
to some symmetries relatively 1/7-iterated equables. We will consider
the case in return which is mofit Vnown to reader by personal experience and on its basis shall execute the simple;t calculations of
modalities.
The trivial diatonic modes belong to area of similarity which is
limited by 1/7-iterated equable and 1/5-iterated crossing (its syntax
of fourths is located in area, shown by circle "a", fig.19). loint of
1/7-iterated net, identifying this equable, is the nearest one to the
half-point on M-ambitus by B = 2. Let's designate this situation like
2 - 2 4 5 (sign + shows discussed area, cipher of equable is emphasized). C.n basis of statement 1-07.1 we can assert that repetition of
2 - 2 * 5 identify on equimodulare lines the areas of the same speciV es. In gaticulars, by statement 3-04.5, in such area always presents
the point of 1/12-repeated net that allows to test the modality by
means of piano-playng.
Cn equimodulare line, where relevant area is shown by circle "b",
under U = 2 /42/ we discover on 1/12-iterated net (b = 500 cents,
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m - 2/5) following modes (if C is the basa boundary):
index scale
b.
0/2
C - D - E - F,
1/1
C - D - Es - F,
2/0
C - Des - Es - F,
i.e., Lydian, Thrygian, Dorian, tetrachords of the Cld Greek genus
diatonicus. From formal properties of area follows similarity of the
rest of scales, although area has a variable T-ambitus.
From 2 - 2 + 5 follows 2 -» 2 " 5. In particulars, modality 1/1
(example b) is minor -me, therefore its improper antithety must be
major. The ex -erimental confirmation of this issue is mentioned in
05.2 (for mode 3/3). Thus/major "Ihrygian" mode exist (for example:
b » 525 cents, m = 2/5) which can not be translated by 1/12-lterated
net. It follows from this that our traditional scale binds not all
possible modalities.
Nearer to half-point (for example: b = 545 cents, ra = 4/5) mode 1/1
binds modality which Old Greek theory called the chromatic one /61/.
This kind of modality can be bound by the 1/12-iterated net. It, f.ex.
follows from 2 - 1_ + 5 on the eouimodulare line, where relevant area
is shown by circle "c". Under b = 500 cents, m = 4/5 we discover here:
index scale
c.
0/2
C - Es - E - F,
1/1
C - Des - E - F,
2/0
C - Dee - D - F,
i.e., dorian, Ihrypian, Lydian, tetracorr's of the Cld Greek penus
chromaticus. tId Greek theorists called genus not most general taxon
/AA/, therefore our result does not contradict to their taxonomy. Under above mentioner' formal reasons this specificum may be called the
secern! improper antithety of the trivial diatonic. However this nuestion needs more careful consideration.
If reader independently will represent 2 - 7 * 5 en eouimodulare
r
lnes, printed by oircles "d", "e", he will discover on 1/12-iterated
net the chromatic (e) and diatonic (d) modes 0/3,1/2,2/1,3/0. It is
possible to give an algorithm wnich indicates on 1/12-iterated net
other points, corresponding t<~ scales with tetrachords. However choice of exnrnpl es with tetrachords is conditioned by more or less accidental rec*Ponp and dees not mean at all that these scales have the
special meaning, lur examjles give an elementary representations of
the species 2 - 2 * 5 which infinitely repeats itself on modulare projection by more an;' nore complicated compositions. Above mentioned
circumstances do not allow us to consider here other species of discussed genus. Meanwhile our unitary M-ambitus on the one side of the
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half-point has no less than 2 - 2 - 5 - 3 - 2 ~ 4 5 - 6 - 2 - 0 .
They are the simplest determinations of scales with beforehand unknown modalities. Continuation of these investigatinns needs additional data and (it is especially important for reader) personal ex^eriency of scanning. The 1/5-iterated metric net (i.e., points 5_) serves
as element of symmetry of the modalities, belonging to other genus.
The last one ip known from pentatonics of our traditional scale. Its
equimodulare mapping looks like 2 - 5 _ - 3 - 4 - 5 _ - 0 . Preliminary
scannings show the valuable modal manifold, but more detailed report
would be premature. The same should be said about symmetries relatively 1/6- and 1/4-iterated nets. Thus, above discussion is only attempt
to begin the conversation about the classification of musical modalities. If reader acquired the interest to independent actions, then
this attempt achieved succes.
u

References.
/33/ It may seem that major third (resp., minor sixth) forms automorphism. However such rroperty has "tempered" interval (i.e., 2 ' •-)
while veritable consonance (i.e., 5/4) doe.s not form automorphism.
/34/ I should like to offer a question tc reader: whether can he
distinct by ear an usual 12-dlvided octave from its 9,10,11-riivisions or from 13,14,15-divisions? Our auscultation researches gives
the certain negative ansver.
/35/ Below the speotrum is citer' in form of our empiric data. The
arithmetic mean^ and their standard deviations are given (in cents)
together with approximated values of coherency (c) and with short
verbal (i.e., not too certain/ annotations.
c
mean
SD
annotation
1/20
62,1
°,4
boundary of the effect of crossing
1/8
142,3
4,9
boundary of the rhnmatic area
1/7
169,8
5,1
"diatonic"
2/13
187,3
5,3
disjunction
A
1/6
200,5
,l
"whole-tonic"
2/11
217,2
5,1
disjunction
1/5
240,4
5,0
"pentatcnic"
2/9
265,0
4,5
disjunction
1/4
296,9
5,7
"diminished"
4/15
312,7
7,8
disjunction
2/7
348,0
10,3
"major triad"
4/13
370,6
16,4
disjunction
1/3
3°3,2
2C,2
"augmented triad"
4/11
436,1
23,1
"quartsextaccord"

5",
37.
mean
SD
annotation
483,5
17,5
"fourths-repeated"
18,0
4/9
525,9
"pelog-garaelan"
594,0
25,2
1/2
"triton-repeated"
/36/ It would be possible to accept that c = 1/7,1/6,1/5 are doublings of c = 1/14,1/12,1/10. However no one of last coherencies was
recognised like something definable.
/37/ Expansion on basis log,3 gives considerably less satisfactory
approximations of empiric data. No more satisfactory results give next
nearest natural numbers (apart from 4,8,...).
,'38/ Thusyspectrum repeats the periods with denominators 7,6,5,4.
Existence of the area of weakened distinctions help us to comprehend
reasons, under which in melodic praxis are not spreaded scales with
coherence leas than 1/5 (i.e., pentatonic ones). Nevertheless our
nominations of the periods are preliminary ones.
/39/ If four-dimensional continuum is evoluted down to U, then the
picture of recognization on homodynamic planes by ra = T/V (V<D) will
be analogous to fip.17. In other words, in such continuum all generis
simultaneously present. In order to get the homogenous continuum, the
progressing evolution is necessary. For this is enough to accept that
arrun^ of point of metric net, which act like element of symmetry, con
tinuum is evolutec' down to such U that this point corresponds to
equable.
/-0/ It is easy to see that this statement remains true till
c < 1/2 i.e., prove to be false only in quite remote part of the
area of ve-okened distinction.
/41/ For instance, the motion along 3-th, 4-th, 5-th transfers of
modulare lines m = 0;1 inder U = 1 en 1/12-iterated net pive in both
modes (i.e., 0/1,1/0) the succesiens of chords which looks like correct (form standpoint of Generalbase) voice-leading. For the first
time this f?ct was noticed by Mrs. Ella Sevsfcikh.
/A2/ Under this volume cf evolution point 2 here corresponds
to equalIff (see ref. 39).
/AJ>/ Here and further term "chromatic" is used in its Cld
Greek meaning.
/44/ It i" obvious that Cld Greek diatonic, chromatic and enharmonic generis are symmetries relatively to equables with c = 1/7 (i.e.,
by B = 4/3 have tetrachord, by B = 2 - octachord;.

c
2/5
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38.

Supplement. Representation of scale by point og the modulare
projection.
Operation 1. Let's determine b and m of the Investigated point of
metric net. Any such point lies on certain M-ambitus of this net and
takes certain place on it. Crdinal number of M-ambitus (prime has zero ordinal number) corresponds th b of questioned scale. Point has
ordinal number on this M-ambitus (m = 0 has zero ordinal number)
which corresponds to m of questioned scale.
Operation 2. Let we investigate scales under volume U. Then should
be obtained all raU i.e., mO,ra1;ra2,...,ra(U-1),mU. Those mU, which
exceed b, are subject ofraetathetictransfers (see 01.2). In issue
we obtain all O ^ L ^ ^ I .
Operation 3-0. Let's write down all L-. in order of increase, including (raO + b) i.e., an upper bound of mode or homonym of its prime.
By every L« should be pointed corresponding value of argument (sign
(C) we use for homonym of prime). By execution of all these actions
we obtain zero modus (index 0/U).
Operation 3-1. In order to get a first mode (index 1/(U-1)), we
take L. as prime. Let's write down all L~ from L, as from origin to
(C). Then go all I y < L. in the same order as in modus 0/U, but every
such L,T is increased by value b. Upper bound of mode is L. + b. By
execution of all these actions we obtain parallel representation of
the first mode. In op'er to get its homonymous representation, it is
enough to decrease every L-. of parallel represe tation by value I. .
Operation 3-2. Second mode (index 2/(U-2)) starts from L_. Its obtaining from the first mode is analogous with operation 3-1. Py corresponding way go operations 3-3, 3-4,..., 3-(U-l),3-D.
Example. Let investigated point lies on 12-th M-arabitun of metric
net and ta'-es on it the 7-th pl-:ce. Py this description is executed
operation 1. //e investigate scales under U = 6.

_<5

39.
Operation 2.

U
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

h

= 0
0 7
1 7 = 7
2 7 _ 14 - 12 = 2
3 7 _ 21 - 12 = 9
4 7 _ 28 - 12 = 16 •- 12 = 4
5 7 = 35 - 12 = 23 •- 12 = 11
6 7 = -2 - 12 _ 30 -i 12,» 18.1-• 12 = 6

Operation 3-0.
U

L

o

o

2

2

4
6

4
6

1

7 ..

3

9

U

5 11
0) 12

Operation 3-1
Ly parallel
7 .

L,j homor ymous
...

0 -

7 - 7

9
11
12 = 0 + 1 2

2 = 9 - 7
4 = 11 - 7
5 = 12 - 7

14 = 2 t 12
16 = 4 * 12
18 = 6 + 12
19 = 7 + 1 2

7 = 14 - 7
9 = 16 - 7
11 = 18 - 7
12 = 19 - 7

(3-2)

Operations from 3-2 to 3-12 reader can execute independently. For
the control below are given all homonymous representations:
0/6
Index
6/0
1/5 2/4 3/3 4/2 5/1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
q
Q
q
8
8
9
8
10
10
10
10
11
11
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
Cur example supposes a i s t r a c t coherency i . e . , i s p u r e l y c o m b i n a t o r i c a l o n e . Under c = 1/12 above modes belong t o 1/12 i t e r a t e d n e t i . e
r e p r e s e n t a t r i v i a l d i a t o n i c ( s y n t a x of f i f t h s ) . Such an a c c e p t i o n
c o r r e s p o n d s tc f i g . 1 9 and r e a d e r can i n d e p e n d e n t l y r e p e a t a l l exampl e s of 0 7 . 2 . l e t ' s n o t i c e a l s o t h a t f i g . 1 9 has s t i l l 87 p o i n t s of
1 / 1 2 - i t e r a t e d n e t w h i ' e 1 / 7 - i t e r a t e d n e t has 36 p o i n t 2*
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Under other values of coherency researches need monochord and it
would be useful to indicate the necessary calculations. Let above
considered net is 1/17-lterated one (c = 1/17 corresponds to 70,59
cents). Then mode 0/6 has following L.. (in cents):
0-70,59 =
0
7-70,59 = 494,12
2-70,59 = 141,18
9-70,59 = 635,29
4-70,59 = 282,35
11-70,59 = 776,47
6-70,59 = 423,53
12-70,59 = 847,06
Thus upper degree has distance 847,06 cents. In orr'er to transform
cents in decimal logarithms, they are multiplied by 0,0002509.
847,06 0,0002509 = 0,2125273. Position of fret depends on the length
of string (i.e., distance from nut to bridge). In our investigations
was used 1000 mm string. Decimal logarithm of tiiis value is equal to
3. If distance from fret to bridge is F, then
lg F = 3 - 0,2125273 = 2,7874726 and F = 613,0 mm.
Distance from nut to fret is equal to 1000 mm - 613 mm = 387 mm. All
the rest of distances (from nut) are equal respectively to 68,8; 150,5
217,0; 248,3; 307,2; 361,5 mm. Reader can verify these results.
Conclusion. This article is the shortened and corrected verricn of
my article "The Pythagorean System of Musical Tones" (see summaries:
comm.959, ccmm.1037). I hope of generous attitude of reader to my
Enplish languape (this translation is my first lndej en'ent attempt).
Finally I must express gratitude to Mrs. Ella Sevskikh and Mr. Rustem Ibrahimov for their friendly assistance in pre-aration of text.
1/20
1/19
1/18
1/17
1/16
1/15
1/14
1/13
1/12
1/11
1/10

bound of the effect of crossing

Tab.2

chromatlo
area

V9
1/8
1/7
1/6
1/5
_/4

1/3

1/2

= 2/14
2/13
- 2/12
melodlo
2/11
ar«a
- 2/10
2/9
- 2/8 - VI- 6
4/15
harmonlo
2/7 - 4/14
area
1/13
. 2/6 - 4/12 - 8/24
8/23
4/11 - 8/22
polyphonyo
8/21
area
2/5 - 4/10 - 8/20
8/19
4/9 - 8/18
8/17
- 2/4 . 4/8 - 8/16 - 16/32
more
16/32
weak
8/15 - 16/30
distinction
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